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STRATEGY
Banji-Kaznoie 10

FIFA Willi Cup 1 11

BioFreaks 30

All-Star Baseball '99 4?

Forsaken 64 48

Dlfioad Challenge 14

Game Boy Pocket Camera 84

ISS Social 80

SPECIAL
FEATURES

°oes \i
V gUBM Acclaim's \1

game have I
f

what it takes
’

to compete in the big leagues?
|

You won't believe your eyes when
you see the incredible photos in our

scouting report. Our stat-packed

review has the tips you need to go long

every time.

,l" i" Mittal Hat 4

E3 Bepotl

p,"i ,

"Warld Grand Prix

Pl,,il,
Chnppet Attack

!f Life is brutal and short-lived 1
'in Neo-Amerika’s brutal com-

’

bat arenas. Do you have the

skills to make it through the day?

I We've picked the best moves in the

' game: The stuff that's guaranteed to

cut your opponents down to size. It's

super-freaky, yeow! EVERY ISSUE

* Our in-depth coverage of 1
Forsaken 64 continues this 1

1
month, with a first look at the 1

i game's Battle Mode features and an
*

in-depth, step-by-step analysis of
'

four of the meanest hot spots in the

single-player galaxy. When you get your

hands on our hints, the mechanoids will

melt to slag in your gun sights.
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It was one year ago this month when Rare introduced an early version

of Banjo-Kazooie to the world at E3. In just a few hundred days, the

game has shaped up to rival Super Mario 64 in graphics, game play

and sheer size. Do you think B-K is a five-star, perfect ten?

Link’s a Lefty, Right?

Who keeps drawing Link

right-handed? Didn't they

realize that when Link swings

his sword, his shield always

moves to the right? (That is, as

long as he isn't facing right.

But we all have been victims

of sprite-mirroring at one time

or another.) Are there any

more lefty heroes in Nintendo

games? You betcha! Did you

ever notice that the boxes for

Mega Man 1 and 2 show him

with his pistol in his left hand,

and, thereafter, he has his

Mega Buster attached to his

left arm? As a lefty, I am
thankful that the sinister

stereotype which has been

placed on lefties in the past

has been blown away by

such great heroes.

Colin Bartolome

Via the Internet

I just got my April Nintendo

Power and was happily sur-

prised to find the spring

Super Power Supplies

Catalog tucked into the

back of it. However, I

noticed something that

made my skin crawl: the

picture of Link on the new
Legend of Zelda t-shirt is

wrong! He's holding the

sword in his right hand!

Ever since his creation,

Link's been left-handed! I'll

probably still get the shirt

anyway, but that one little

mistake is going to bother

me to absolutely no end.

Matt Smith

Via the Internet

At least when you're posing

in the mirror, your shirt will

look right (or left, as the case

may be)! Link has always

shown southpaw tendencies,

but maybe he's actually

ambidextrous like his creator,

Shigeru Miyamoto.

Playing to Win
This letter is in response to

Jason Krpan's letter in Volume

1 06. Where I come from, we
don't buy games to own them

and "all they contain." We
buy games for enjoyment. I

think I speak for all

GoldenEye buffs when I say

that having all the codes is a

matter of pride. When people

see how many codes you

have, they're impressed. I'll

admit that when I first got the

game and found that I had to

earn everything, I was a little

discouraged. I thought I'd

never access Egypt or

Invincibility, but I did. Just

work at it. Then you can brag

to all your friends.

Michael Deron

Via the Internet

If you buy a game, you do

own everything in it, but that

doesn't mean you should be

able to access it all at once.

The whole reason of beating a

game's level is to get to the

next level or to score lots of

points-it's been that way

since Space Invaders. Half the

fun comes from the sense of

accomplishment you get from

beating the game. If you want

everything for nothing, then

you're going to have to hack

into the game, and Nintendo's

warranty won't cover that!

Scott Richardson

Via the Internet

options and whatnot from

the very beginning, it

wouldn't be a game any-

more. The point of video

games is that you have to

earn your way to the more

advanced levels and bonus

options. If you don't have

the skills necessary to beat

the earlier stages in a game,

you're not going to get to

play the more advanced lev-

els. Games are meant to be

a challenge. If you want the

easy way out, I suggest you

go back to kindergarten and

play hopscotch.

Alan Sweet

San Angelo, TX

The extras you can earn in

GoldenEye give the game

something noticeably absent

from most games: replay

value! I beat 007 back in

November, but I'm still

playing it nearly every day.

With most games, you beat

them and you're done. I

urge game makers to take

the extra steps to make the

game fun, long after it has

been beaten. I mean isn't

that the point?

Ryan Whaley

Via the Internet

Hello McFly, is anybody

home? If a game allowed

you to use all the bonus

Rarities

I can't get enough of Rare. I

have been eagerly awaiting

NINTENDO POWER Background Art Benoit Jussaume • Vercheres, Quebec



Banjo-Kazooie and Twelve

Tales: Conker 64 for some

time now. I was wondering

if they plan on making

games featuring other char-

acters who appeared in

Diddy Kong Racing.

Charles McMillan

Via the Internet

Aside from Banjo and

Conker, there's no word of

any other DKR stars getting

their own games. Don't be

surprised, though, if you see

a few Diddy Kong racers

making cameo appearances

in other Rare games. In

length. I beat the game-every

level—the. first day I got it.

Everything else, however, is

truly magnificent.

Eric Brehm

Lethbridge, AB

Banjo-Kazooie, for example,

you'll run into a familiar tur-

tle in the TipTup Orchestra.

Yoshi’s Letters

To all you people who think

GoldenEye was number one,

I hate to burst your bubble

and eat the melon inside it,

but Yoshi's Story leaves 007

in the dust! If there is one

thing wrong with Yoshi's

Story, it's that you didn't

make enough!

Ben Thiemann

Via the Internet

Yoshi's Story is great. The

game proves beyond a shad-

ow of a doubt that there is

still life for 2-D games.

john Patterson

Via the Internet

Yoshi's Story is awesome. I

love the music and sound

effects (especially Poochy's

bark). The whole game is

great. The only problem is its

I purchased Yoshi's Story a

week ago, and my girlfriend,

who has no gaming experi-

ence, has beaten the game

already. Why does Nintendo

make some games so easy???

Glen Gratto

St. Catharines, ON

I think Yoshi's Story is a

pitiful excuse for a game! It

makes me sick to look at it.

If somebody gave me the

game I would burn it. You

couldn't even give me a

million dollars!

Phillip Bell

Waveland, MS
You wouldn't even take a

million dollars? Oh well,

there goes your prize money

for winning our "Biggest

Overreaction Ever Put on

Paper" letter-writing contest.

What makes Yoshi's Story

such a cool game is that it

can be fun for both novices

and pros. By simply eating

every fruit in sight, someone

who has no gaming experi-

ence can finish the game,

while pros will find a

greater challenge by seeking

out melons only. Chances

are, gamers who've dis-

missed Yoshi's Story as

being too easy haven't

uncovered every melon,

mastered every minigame,

or activated every secret

coin formation. There are a

lot of hidden things in

Yoshi's Story, so it's well

worth a second look.

But You Only Live Twice

You forgot to nominate a

few games in your 1997

Nintendo Power Awards.

The Creative Chaos Award

should go to Star Fox 64 for

the train crashing into the

Venomian supply base. And

GoldenEye 007 should win

the Most Annoying Award

Jason Leung
Terrg Munson
Paul Shinoda

Jessica Joffe

Tom Wharton
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A slew of games is heading down the pike and many of them will premiere this

month at E3 in Atlanta. Save yourself a trip to Georgia with our special E3

i
report starting on page 5

1 ,
and be sure to vote for your favorite upcoming

games in the Power Charts’ Most Wanted List.



LETTERS, continued...

for the scene that shows

Bond's demise. I mean, real-

ly, I know I lost so there's no

need to show me how it hap-

pened from three (count

them!) different angles!

Ian Rocha

Via the Internet

I must say that Nintendo

amazes me with the level of

detail that has been put into

the N64 sports and racing

lineups. Wave Race 64,

1080°, Kobe Bryant in NBA
Courtside, and Major League

games for realism. I play

them for surrealism. I play to

get away from reality. I am
looking forward to Banjo-

Kazooie, Twelve Tales:

Conker 64, Zelda 64 and

Turok 2, not to mention any

other surprises that may

come. In a perfect world,

Nintendo would use its

resources to create nonreal-

istic games, like it did last

year, one of the best gaming

years ever.

Ed Price

Anaheim, CA

Nintendo Sports

My answer to Volume 1 07's

question about sports video

games is that they are the next

best thing to physically com-

peting. Even though you are

just sitting in front of your old

TV, your hands are sweaty and

you feel tense because the

action is so real.

Stephen Dossett

Via the Internet

I believe that many sports

games on the N64 reflect how

realistic a game can get. When I

look at the graphics and listen

to the sounds, I realize that

what I'm playing is a stunning

simulation of reality. Plus, devel-

opers include many details and

options that make the games

more realistic and fun to play,

such as the physics of Wave

Race 64, the players' footprints

and cold breath on a snowy day

in Quarterback Club '98, and

the reflections of trees and sun-

light on the frozen lake as you

fly upside down on your snow-

board in 1080° Snowboarding.

Nate Kilsdonk

Via the Internet

All art submitted becomes the property

of Nintendo ofAmerica Inc.

simulations, I don't play Victoria, BC

mm9mm fmm
This month, software developers from around the world will unveil

their latest creations at E3, the Electronic Entertainment Expo, and NP

is treating you to a preview. The games are designed with you in

mind, so let us know if they hit the mark and look promising to you.

NINTENDO POWER PLAYER’S PULSE

P.0. BOX 97033

REDMOND, WA 98073-9733

E-mail: noapulse@nintendo.com

Background Art Marc Xiong • Stockton, California

Sports games on the

N64 have been

spectacular, espe-

cially the graphically

stunning ones from

Acclaim. All Star

Baseball is looking

spectacular and QB
Club is great, but

when I step away

from these games

and pick up my
hockey stick, base-

ball bat or even

snowboard, I have

so much more fun. I

may only be playing

in a park and not at

the Skydome, but

baseball, like all sports, is best

when played on a real field.

But this won't stop me from

playing the video games, just

one note to all the people out

there: balance your video gam-

ing with reality.

Alex Miller

Baseball featuring Ken

Griffey Jr. are all great sims

that can't be equaled. But I

will probably never buy any

of them for myself. The rea-

son is that, while I see a

need and market for realistic

PHONE DIRECTORY

NINTENDO
POWER

SUBSCRIPTIONS,
SYSTEM SETUP
AND REPAIR

1 -800-255-3700
(1-800-422-4281 TDD)

6 a.m-9 p.m. Pacific time,

Monday-Saturday

6 a.m.-7 p.m. Sunday

French- and Spanish-speaking

representatives are available.

TALK TO
A GAME

COUNSELOR
1 -900-288-0707

U.S. S1.50 per minute

1 -900 -451-4400
Canada S2.00 per minute

(1-425-883-9714 TDD)
6 a.m -9 p.m. Pacific time,

Monday-Saturday

6 a.m.-7 p.m. Sunday

Callers under age 18 need to obtain

parental permission to call.

POWER1

LINE
1 -425 -885-7529
Prerecorded Game Tips

and Future Product
Information

News about recent releases and upcoming

games for all Nintendo systems. Call for

help on Yoshi's Story. Diddy Kong Racing,

Duke Nukem 64. Bomberman 64, Quake 64,

Legend of the Mystical Ninja Starring

Goemon, Clayfighter 63’/3. GoldenEye 007,

Star Fox 64, Hexen, Super Mario 64. Blast

Corps, Turok: Dinosaur Hunter, Doom 64,

Star Wars: Shadows of the Empire and

Mortal Kombat Trilogy for the Nintendo 64.

There's also help lor Super Mario World

and Yoshi's Island: Super Mario World 2 for

the Super NES, Wario Land II, DKL 3 for the

Game Boy, any Zelda game. Donkey Kong

Country 1. 2, and 3, Mischief Makers,

Illusion of Gaia, Lufia II, Super Metroid,

Secret of Evermore, Chrono Trigger, Final

Fantasy III, Super Mario RPG, Breath of Fire

I and II and Ultimate Kombat 3. This call

may be long distance, so be sure to get per-

mission from whoever pays the phone bill

before you call.ire you call.

NINTENDO
POWER
OURCESC

www.nintendo.com
E-mail: nintendo@nintendo.com
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. 1998 Nintendo/Rare. Game by Rare.
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The evil and ugly Gruntilda has pidnapped Banjo's

CUTE SISTER AND PLANS TO STEAL HER RNOCR-OUT LOOPS!

What are bear and bacppacping bird to do? Find out as

WE point out the slicp tricps and troublesome traps

IN THE FIRST THREE WORLDS OF BANJO-kAZOOIE.

Before you can help Tooty, you'll have to collect the Musical Notes and Jigsaw

Pieces that open up the nine worlds connected to Cruntilda's Lair. There are

900 Notes and 1 00 Jiggys in the game, along with hundreds of other good-

ies you'll need to find. Luckily for you, we've done the math for the first

three worlds and highlighted the-stick^ spots. See how it all adds up as

we uncover the essential items you'll need for the long journey ahead.

NINTENDO POWER



BANJO-KAZOOIE

ANJ)
Banjo and Kazooie won't stand a chance against the ugly Gruntilda unless

they have-and know how to use-the right stuff. Listed below are the sixteen items that

Banjo will need to find and use in the nine worlds to save his kid sister.

|

Notes

Collect the musical Notes to open the

red Note Doors in the witch's lair.

There are 100 Notes in each world.

Red Feathers

Kazooie will learn to use Red Feathers

to fly when you find Bottles on the

sailing ship in Treasure Trove Cove.

Jiggy Pieces

Jiggy pieces are the keys that com-
plete the puzzles in the witch's lair,

opening new worlds for you to explore

Jinjos

Five Jinjos are hidden in each world. If

you can find all five, they'll give you
another Jiggy piece.

Mumbo Tokens

Mumbo the Shaman will perform mag-

ical transformations if you collect

enough Mumbo Tokens to pay the fee.

Honeycomb Energy

Enemies drop Honeycomb Energy whenever #
you defeat them. Collect the Honeycomb
Energy to fill one honeycomb on Banjo's life bar.*

Extra Honeycomb Pieces
Banjo's life bar will increase

whenever you collect six Extra

Honeycomb pieces.

Kazooie will learn how to spit and lay eggs in

Mumbo's Mountain. Increase your ammo supply

by collecting eggs.

Gold Feathers

Gold Feathers will make Banjo tem-

porarily invincible. You'll discover how
to use them in Clanker's Cavern.

Running Shoes

Wear the Running Shoes whenever

you have a need for speed. You’ll

learnhow to use them in Gobi's Valley.

Witch Switches

There are Witch Switches hidden in

every world. Stomp on them to get

new Jiggy pieces in Gruntilda's Lair.

Shock Spring Pads

These jump Pads will add a spring to

Kazooie's step. You’ll learn how to leap

off the pads in Mumbo's Mountain.

m

Flight Pads

Flight Pads are your tickets to

high adventure. Kazooie will learn to

fly in Treasure Trove Cove.

Wading Boots

Wading Boots will carry you across

piranha-infested waters. You'll learn to

use them in Bubble Gloop Swamp. >. .

Your adventure begins right

after Tooty is kidnapped by the wicked Gruntilda. While it's

i A. tempting to immediately give chase, it's smarter to play it safe

and talk to Bottles in front of Banjo's house. Bottles will

teach you all of Banjo and Kazooie's beginning moves

J, and challenge you with a series of skill tests.

If you complete all of Bottles' training

‘ M k tests, you'll earn six Extra Honeycomb

• pieces, and your life bar will be extend-

ed by one honeycomb, giving you a big

head start.

After you start the

game, complete

Bottles' lessons to

earn Extra

Honeycomb pieces.

Kazooie's Feathery

Flap will earn you

this Extra

Honeycomb piece.

There's also a

Golden Banjo

behind the falls.

Beehives

Breaking open Beehives will restore

up to three honeycombs on Banjo's

life bar—if you can avoid the bees.

Golden Banjos

These shiny statues will increase

Banjo's life total by one. Just like a

cat, Banjo can have up to nine lives.

MSftACB PROM BOTTIE1
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WIKH'J LAIR
Just like the Princess's Castle in Mario 64, Gruntilda's Lair connects all the

worlds in the game. As you complete more worlds, hitting Witch Switches and

collecting Notes and )iggys, you'll open up the lair and uncover Gruntilda's secrets.

Jiggy Pieces

There are 100 jiggy pieces in Banjo-

Kazooie. Ten pieces are in each of the

nine worlds, and ten more are in the

witch's lair. You'll uncover the Witch's

jiggys by pounding Witch Switches

and exploring while under one of

Mumbo's spells.

After you stomp the

Witch Switch in Mumbo's
Mountain, have Mumbo
turn you into a termite so

you can get the Jiggy inside the lair.

Doors

Magical red Note

Doors divide the
|

witch's lair ir

sections. You c

break the seal on a I

Note Door when 1

your total world Note score exceeds the

gold number written above each door.

Brentilda

The good witch Brentilda

has a grudge against her

evil sister. She'll tell you

secret trivia about

Gruntilda's misdeeds.

Write down her gossip so

you can use it against

Gruntilda later in the game.

Cauldrons

Gruntilda's Lair is

the biggest place

in the game.

Luckily, you can

warp between

areas by using

Magic Cauldrons. Find two cauldrons of

the same color and touch them to open

the warp.

Hidden Goods

Gruntilda's Lair is also

packed with Mumbo
Tokens, eggs, Red and

Gold Feathers, and

buzzing Beehives.

Stock up on these items

so you'll be prepared

for the next area.

Switches

If you see floor plates,

make sure that you try

stomping on them.

These square panels

are usually switches

that open up new
places to explore inside the lair. Most switches

in Gruntilda's abode have pictures on them that

show what they open. The switch in the photo

above raises pipe platforms.

NINTENDO POWER
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BANJO-KAZOOIE

You need only a single Jiggy to get inside Mumbo's Mountain. Look for

the puzzle piece just inside the entrance to the witch's lair. Once inside,

make your way carefully up to the top of the hill and speak to Mumbo.

There's an ornery bull grazing in the pasture near the pond. Keep

your distance or you'll catch an express flight off the tips of his

pointed horns.

The Blue Jinjo is waving

his arms, hoping to be

saved from his island

prison in the middle of the

pond. You can double

jump to the island or sim-

ply swim to it.

Defeat the purple enemies in the

field, then use your Flap Flip jump to

back flip your way up onto the high,

square rock where the Pink Jinjo is

waiting to be rescued.

Pasture Beehive

You'll find a Beehive buzzing on a

hill in the pasture. The bull can't

reach you if you're standing on the

hill, but you might want to save the

Honeycomb Energy for later.

Extra Honeycomb Piece

Remember to come back here

later and explore the rocky cliff

above the pond. If you do, you'll

find an Extra Honeycomb Piece

on a ledge.

>1 Golden Banios 1Q Jiciov Pieces 1

Mumbo Token 1Qjinios

Notes iHonevcomb Piece I
111 Red Feathers 1|1 Bee Hive

111 Gold Feathers
|El Eggs

|

Golden Banjo 1

hi
j
Mumbo Token 1

H Notes
jH Red Feathers 1

Q Jiggy Pieces 1

Q HoneycombPieces!

n Beehive

111 Gold Feathers
|El Eggs

Mumbo’s Mountain Summit
Magical Mumbo will transform you into an agile, mountain-climbing termite,

but first you'll have to pay his fee of five Mumbo Tokens. You'll find enough if

you start looking around.

Bottles will teach Banjo and

Kazooie the Beak Buster slam

outside Mumbo's skull-shaped

hut. You'll use the Beak Buster

on every switch in the game.

© Eye Piece
r
There's a Jiggy piece

in the right eye of Mumbo's

hut. Use the Flap Flip Jump

to reach it. In case you're

wondering, there's nothing

hidden on the roof.

I

Smashing Huts

After Bottles teaches you

the Beak Buster, you can put it

to work right away by bashing

all the huts around Mumbo's

house. Eggs, Notes, the Green

Jinjo and even a baddie will pop

out of the crushed sticks and reeds. If you're per- I

sistent enough to smash all of the huts, you'll find

another Jiggy piece.

Meeting Mumbo

Even if you don't have

enough Mumbo Tokens,

be sure to introduce your-

self to the best shaman in

the entire game. If you

search around his hut,

you're bound to find

more Notes and eggs.

VOLUME 109



Conga's Corker
An obnoxious, oversized gorilla named Conga inhabits the lower realm of

Mumbo's Mountain. He'll grudgingly agree to help you in your quest if you can earn his respect.

\
Totem Tower Termite Time

Lay or shoot eggs into

Mumbo's rotating totem tower to cut

it down to size. Don't blast the bot-

tom of the tower until you stand on it

and do a Flap Flip Jump up to grab

the Extra Honeycomb piece.

Remember to revisit Mumbo after you've

found five Mumbo Tokens and pounded down

the Witch Switch. After

you pay your fee, he'll

change you into a

backpacking bug as

often as you like.

Stones Unhinged
a second summit on the other side of Mumbo's

Explore the ruins and seek wisdom and guidance,

you'll learn the Talon Trot.

O The Orange Jinjo

The Orange Jinjo is on

top of the ruins. Bottles tells

you to use the Talon Trot to get up

here, but you can also hop up

More Notes and the Yellow Jinjo

Now that you know how to use the Talon Trot,

run along the steep, green hills to collect the

Notes and save the Yellow Jinjo. You can explore

anywhere except inside the termite mound.

HI Golden Banjos Jiggy Pieces

Mumbo Token Jinjos

|il Notes Floneycomb Pieces

IjRed Feathers Beehives

QGold Feathers Eggs

Tangerine Targets
* Congo hurls oranges at you, but

you can bait him into hitting the three

tangerine-colored floor plates. By stand-

ing on each of them and moving away at

the last second, you'll earn a Jiggy.

G Monkey Business

Off in the corner of Conga's ter-

ritory lives a hungry chimp named

Chimpy. Chimpy's not a chump-he'll

help you, but first you have to steal an

orange for him from Conga's tree.

Witch Switch

If you feed Chimpy, he'll raise a platform

for you. Hop up onto the platform and

jump over to the Witch Switch. Beak

Bust the switch to make a Jiggy appear

above the mountain entrance.

H you explore the area

around the platform Chimpy

raised for you, you'll find

Bottles. He'll teach you the

egg-citing news about egg

shooting from the front and

behind. Use your eggs to hit

Conga and win his last Jiggy.

© NINTENDO POWER



BANJO-KAZOOIE

Termite Uill

Buggy Bullies

You might look like a ter-

mite, but that doesn't mean

you'll be popular with the

inhabitants inside the

colony. These buggy thugs

want your backpack, and

they're willing to fight you

You've beaten Conga, but you still need to get the last Jiggy

atop the termite hill. Go see Mumbo and spend your five hard-

earned Mumbo Tokens.

O Top of the

If you've already

picked up the other puzzle

pieces, you'll find the tenth

and final Jiggy at the top of

the termite hill near this

1 -Up. If you've collected more than 50 Notes,

you now open the first Note Door.

TRBAOIRB TROVE COVE
iure Trove Cove is a desert island complete with a shipwreck and a

brokenhearted, blubbering captain. Captain Blubber is the first of many char-

acters you'll have to help in order to earn Jiggy pieces.

Hi Golden Banjos

HI Mumbo Tokens
Q Jiggy Pieces

M Jinjo

HI Red Feathers Q Beehives

HlGoidFeathers El Eggs

The Pier

Shark Attack

Snacker the shark patrols the

waters around the cove. You

can defeat him if you have

plenty of eggs, but he'll

always come back. To avoid

him, make your swims short.

The pier doesn't look like anything special, but the most com-

monly missed Jinjo is right below your feet. If you decide to go

swimming, watch out for sharks!

The Blue Jinjo

The Blue Jinjo beneath

the pier is the most com-

monly missed in this

stage. If you dive off the

end of the pier, you can

swim to him without

becoming a shark snack.

iim* the

Crabby Nipper

Nipper is one of the first major

foes in the game. The trick to

defeating him is to use your

Rat-a-tat Rap on

eyes. Wait for Nipper to slow

down, then run forward, leap

up and peck him right in

the eye!

Gigantic Nipper the crab is king of the beach, and

he won't give up his shiny puzzle piece without a

nasty fight.

O Inside Nipper's

Once Nipper's defeated,

he'll flee and leave his shell

behind. This shell is bigger than

any cave you'll find on the island,

and it's inhabited by snapping

crabs. Fight your way through the

spiraling shell until you find the

• Jiggy waiting for you in the center.

- ^ *:
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GTreasure Hunt

You'll have to swim

around to find and recover

\
Blubber's treasure. Use the

Beak Buster on the hatch on

deck, then swim into the

open gun port underwater.

Up the Mast

You'll find a Mumbo Token

underneath the crows' nest

on the mast. Use the Talon

Trot to climb up the rigging

and shinny up the mast to

the Green Jinjo overhead.

clUl’
Crybaby Blubber has lost his treasure and he's a wreck, just like

his beached sailing ship. See if you can help this hopeless

hippo recover his fortune.

HI Golden Banjos Q Jiqqy Piece

Mumbo Token I^Mjnjo

HI Notes 1*1 Honevcomb Pieces

HI Red Feathers FS Beehives

HI Gold Feathers 0E„,

The Lighthouse

Yellow Jinjo

The Yellow Jinjo is in a palm

tree near the cliffs below the

lighthouse. It's hard to fly to

him, so try jumping from the

cliff to the tree.

The lighthouse is the highest point on Treasure Trove Cove. From the top you

can see the entire island, but you'll have to avoid the roving clams that try

to steal your valuable items.

The Lighthouse Door

The lighthouse door might

be locked, but that doesn't

mean you can't go in. Use

the Beak Barge Attack to

break it down.

The Witch Switch

The Witch Switch is on

the ground behind the

lighthouse. Beak Bust the

switch to make a Jiggy

appear back in the lair,

above the entrance to

Treasure Trove Cove.

O One Jiggy Above All

After you break down the

lighthouse door, you'll be able to

climb the ladder to the top of the

tower. If you already know how to do

the Shock Jump, spring up to the top

of the roof and grab the highest Jiggy

Up the Crates

If you're looking for a way up

onto the cliffs, try hopping up

the crates stacked against the

wall near Blubber's ship.

© NINTENDO POWER

Tat High Roads
The cliffs surrounding the pier near the start are elevated paths. You'll

need to take these high roads to learn how to use the versatile

Monster Chest

you take the path to the right,

find a monster chest. Use

Flip Jump to back flip

before it slams shut,

ind six blue eggs.

1 Golden Banjo

Mumbo Token



Golden Banjos

Mumbo Token

I Notes

I Jiggy Piece

I Honeycomb Piece

Watch for Your Shadow

The key to mastering all the

jumps in Banjo-Kazooie is to

look for your shadow before you

touch down. Don't try to land

until your shadow appears on

solid ground.

Q Cave Jiggy

You can reach the

jiggy inside the cave by

hopping up the Shock

Jumps on the ledges, but

you might find it easier to

fly up to it.

Shock Jump l- illaius
Notes, eggs, Red Feathers and a Jinjo are waiting for you on the Shock jump pil-

lar obstacle course. Vaulting between the pillars is difficult, but you can master

it with practice.

The Pink Jinjo

The Pink Jinjo is three hops away from

the obstacle course start. If you line up

Banjo with his destination before you

leap, you'll have no problem covering

the distance.

Up on Crab Rock

The high rock with the crab and the

Notes is difficult to reach. Stand on the

pillar where you found the Pink Jinjo and

Shock Jump to the rock, then do a

Feathery Flap to cover the remaining dis-

tance to the crab.

Into the Lake

ry
BANJO-KAZOOIEE

After Leaky has

drained the lake,

use your Double

Jump to land on top

of the castle.

Drain the Lake

If you climb up the stacked crates leading up to

the high paths and look down the opposite side,

you'll find Leaky the Bucket. Leaky will help you

drain the lake if you patch his holes. Lay two

eggs inside the bucket to fix his leaks.

The Distant Isle

Launch off the flying disc on top

of Blubber's crows' nest to fly out

to the distant island and get the

Extra Life statue above the water-

logged crate. Be sure to jump and

flap all the way back across the water to the shore or you

end up being chomped by Snacker.

Spell It Out

Once you enter the

lake castle, you'll

have 1 00 seconds

to solve the puzzle

on the floor. If

you use the Beak

Buster to spell out

"BanjoKazooie" on the floor

Honeycomb Adrift

There's another waterlogged

crate floating out to sea on

the other side of the high

rock. This is a long swim, so

spare yourself the pain by fly-

ing out to collect the Extra

Honeycomb piece.

More Monster Chests

The two monster chests on the other side

of the shock pillars have Notes and Red

Feathers locked away inside. Flap Flip

Jump into each one as it opens, then

..keep walking across the beach and up

the tower in the distance.
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Mumbo Tokens

Bearly

Jiggy Piece I

Jinjos

Honeycomb Pieced

X G\V Sfe X IxOUfcfiro
There's a treasure hunt waiting for you at the top of the tower,

you'll have to take your time as you make your way up or you'll

up as fish food.

'X' Starts the Hunt
’ Use Kazooie's Beak Buster

slam on the red 'X' at the top of the

tower to start a Jiggy treasure hunt.

Follow the arrows by flying around

island and stomp on all six

marks to unearth a hopping

chest on a sandbar,

your Rat-a-tat Rap to break

lock on the chest and free

The F*r side

O A Narrow Ledge

You'll spot this narrow ledge

you trot along, collect-

ing the Notes on the

three ladders. If you

inch along the path and

leap across the floating

crates, you'll find a

Jiggy in a cave.

It's easy to forget about the back of the island, but this is where

you'll find the remaining Notes and the second Extra

Honeycomb piece. Just watch your balance or you'll end up

swimming halfway around the cove.

Token Treasures

There are two Mumbo
Tokens spinning around

inside the chest at the

top of the second ladder.

Time your jump into the

chest carefully or you'll

be slammed into the

water below.

Ijl Golden Banjos

HI Mumbo Token

Jiggy Pieces

^^injosH Notes fl Honeycomb Piece

Ijl Red Feathers n Beehive

111 Gold Feathers QFggs

Explosive Encounters

The floating mines don't like your

snooping around in their pools.

Run or swim quickly to stay one

step ahead of them, or jump out

of the water whenever you think

they're about to explode.

^ NINTENDO POWER

Perilous Pools
You'll pass six pools on your way back down to the pier,

up on the items you find here so you can use them in the

next world.

A Sweet Surprise

If you leap into the sea

the lowest pool, you'll spot

this Extra Honeycomb piece

on the bottom. Grab it and

swim to the right to get back to

the beach.

(

& ‘

h ti

@ Deep Pond Diving

Dive to the

bottom of the

pond near the top of

the third ladder and

scoop up another

Jiggy puzzle piece.

The Orange Jinjo

You'll see the Orange

Jinjo at the very end

of the narrow ledge

next to the pond con-

taining the Jiggy.

A Long Jump for an Extra Life

Use a Feathery Flap to

land on the ledge on

the other side of the

pond and get this

Life statue.



.w ...jch Clanker's Cavern, return to Gruntilda's picture on the floor in

the witch's lair and leap up to thejedge using the Shock Jump Disc,

the puzzle to open the drain leading to this dreary backwater.

The going gets tough as soon as you step into the first chamber of Clanker's

Cavern. Jump up and collect the eight Notes and the Yellow Jinjo on the rust-

ed pipes, then swim down into the drain leading to Clanker's cell.

Beasts in the Vents The Yellow Jinjo

There are hideous beasts waiting

to leap out and grab you when

you walk past the broken vents

in the room. Slowly make your

way up to each vent to lure the

beasts out, then dispose of them

with the Rat-a-tat Rap.

The Yellow Jinjo is on a rusty

platform at the center of the first

chamber. He's hard to spot

because he's usually waving his

arms behind the bouncing

Beehive. Circle around the plat-

form to find him.

Golden Banjos

Mumbo Tokens

Notes

Q Jiggy Pieces

H Honevcortib Piece

Red Feathers

Gold Feathers

II Beehive

S3 Eggs

G The Blue Jinjo

The Blue Jinjo is in a

pipe that winds into a wall

in Clanker's Cavern. Swim

into the hole in the wall

near Clanker's right eye.

You'll find the Jinjo halfway

through the pipe. Now
swim into the hole in the

wall behind Clanker's left

fin. It's a long passage, but if

swim fast enough you'll re

the Jiggy with enough air to 1

around and get back.

Through the Tubes

Swim through the tube along the

bottom of Clanker's Cavern to col-

lect Notes and Feathers.

Maneuvering through these

short tubes will get you in prac-

tice for navigating the long

pipes in the walls, where you'll

need every Honeycomb of air.

Clanker's Cave—
Poor Clanker is Gruntilda's garbage grinder, a job he woul

gladly quit. If you help Clanker, he'll give you his

puzzle pieces.

High Ledge Hijinks

Use the Talon Trot and Shock

Jump to reach the eggs, Feathers

and Notes in the eight alcoves near

the ceiling. Keep hopping along the

ledges until you find

the Golden Banjo statue.

Mutant

If you explore the

glowing green pipe near

the end of Clanker's tail,

you'll find the home of the

Snippet Mutants, four ugly,

bug-eyed crabs. Defeat

all four crabs to win a

Jiggy piece.

Up the Pipe

A short vent is broken off underwa-

ter near Clanker's left fin. If you

dive down and carefully swim up

. inside the vent, you'll find another

Extra Honeycomb piece.
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Thar She Blows!

Once you free Clanker,

he'll be able to breathe freely

on the surface. Walk up on his

back and stand on the loose

screw in his blow hole. You'll

shoot skyward to a new plat-

form where you'll find Notes

and a Jiggy piece.

Hunting for Dust Bunnies

You won't find dust bunnies in the vents in Clanker's Cavern, but

you'll uncover other essential items. Hop up the Shock Disc near

Clanker's left fin and pound your way into the vents to find an

Orange Jinjo and an Extra Honeycomb piece.

Dental Work

The gold teeth in

Clanker's mouth are giv-

ing him a headache. Stand

on the floating platforms

and shoot eggs at the teeth until

fall away. Inside his mouth you'll find a

Jiggy and a Mumbo Token.

© Jiggy in a Cage

QGolden Banjos

MMumbo Tokens

n Jiggy Piece

5 Notes
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n Honeycomb Piece
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If you Talon Trot up on the

tip of Clanker's tail when he's on the

surface, you'll be able to reach and

explore the high ledges in the

of the cavern. There's a Jiggy

locked away in a tiny box. Use

your Rat-a-tat Rap to break

down the grate and free the

puzzle piece.

Free Clanker
Clanker is chained to the bottom of the cavern. To free

him, you'll have to break the lock at the deepest part of

Clanker's Cavern.

Air Supply

Diving to the bot-

tom of Clanker's

Cavern will use up

most of your oxy-

gen, but you can

replenish your sup-

ply by swimming

through Gloop's bubbles. If you chase

Gloop, you'll find the Green Jinjo.

wRaise Clanker

B

Golden Banjos

Mumbo Tokens

Notes

R.

Gi

Unlock
the chain holding

Clanker is one of the

toughest tasks in this

stage. To free him,

you'll need to swim

through the hole in

the key three

Retreat to the surface whenever your

oxygen supply drops to three

Honeycombs.

Jiggy Piece

Jinjos

Honeycomb Pieces!

The Witch Switch

Pounding this Witch

Switch will raise the eyes

in the floor painting back

in the lair. Remember to

Beak Bust the eyes when

you return to the lair.

CUMMERS TUfcO&V—
I Banjo will find more treasure inside Clanker. Drop

|

inside the blow hole to explore the rest of the mecha-

nized whale. _ . .

I

Biting©r You c

between these

blades to collect the Notes,

or, if you talk to Bottles first,

you can learn how to pass

between the blades without

getting hurt.
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Clanker's Belly
Clanker's belly is half-full of air. To fill his stomach with water

reach the Jiggy in his tail, you'll have to

time^fotacle course.

O Ring Test

Jump through the green

ring to start the test. You'll have 48

seconds to swim and jump

through the remaining rings, but

you should pass through the rings

only when they've turned green.

You'll have to do every type of jump in the game, includ-

ing the Double Jump, to successfully complete the course.

The last two rings are the toughest on the course. Stand on the

floating crate and do a Feathery Flap through both of them.

QGolden Banjos n Jiaav Piece

PiMumbo Tokens Qjinios

MNotes nHoneycamb Piece

[•Red Feathers Q Beehives

QGold Feathers El Eggs

Clanker's Mouth Anp Tail
If you've cleaned out all the pipes in the cavern, the last place you'll

need to explore is Clanker's mouth and tail. Then you'll have enough

Notes to move on.

Clanker's Mouth

If you've removed Clanker's

teeth and picked up the Jiggy

and the Mumbo Token,

you've almost cleaned up

Clanker's mouth. Use the

Talon Trot to run around and

collect the remaining Notes.

t puzzle over missing Jiggy pieces! With three

worlds covered and six to go, we have lots more in store in

future issues. Next month we'll venture into the piranha-

infested waters of Bubble Gloop Swamp
and dodge ice balls thrown by the sinis-

ter snowmen high up on Freezeezy Peak!

Pink Jinjo

Filling Clanker's belly with water

will open up another exit through

his left gills. Look for the Pink

Jinjo as you're swimming toward

the gills.

Flying to the Tail

After you get the Jiggy piece,

swim to the Flying Disc on the

other side of the belly. Now fly

back across the room and into the

hole leading in to Clanker's tail.
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EA 5port§' World Eup "38 is the sure cure for

sports sequel syodrome, featuriog far more thao
just updated team rosters. With the ability to
call plays and change formations on the fly.

you'll be a world-class striker in no time!

football,

basketball

hockey-soccer is undoubt-

edly the world's most popular sport.

The governing body for international

soccer, the Federation Internationale

de Football Association (FIFA), cur-

rently includes 197 teams and over

200 million members worldwide. The

World Cup (often referred to by the

Spanish term, "Copa Mundial") is

held every four years, and the next

one is scheduled to begin this

month. Dubbed "France '98" in

honor of the host country, this

World Cup will be the largest in

history, with 32 competing teams

and a projected TV audience of

3.7 billion viewers!

^ JJ&LIjLL )
Many sports sequels serve up little more than

updated team rosters, but World Cup '98 is packed with

improvements and new features. Besides having

smoother animation, smarter goalies and better

synchronized commentary, World Cup '98 also allows

you to call specific plays and team formations without

pausing the action. There's even a Classic mode

that features famous historical matchups, complete

with authentic period uniforms and guest commentary from

the world-famous

announcer, Kenneth

Wostenholme.
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The bottom line seems simple at first-dribble the ball down the

field and shoot at your opponent's goal. In practice, however,

straight-line attacks won't get you very far. These advanced

maneuvers will help you pull off, as announcer John Motson

might say, "a clever bit of play."

WORLD CUP ‘98

Rucastle 360
The Rocastle is a spin move that's

good for dodging tackles or confusing

a defender. Hold Z or R and press B to 1

spin one way or the other. This move
1

tackles than slide tackles.

Quick Fakes
Hold Z or R and press the Control

Stick in various directions to pull a

fake-out. Computer-controlled play-

ers don't always react very quickly,

and by using the fake-out, you can

stay in a defender's blind spot.

IVutmeg
Dribbling a ball through a defender's

legs is a "nutmeg." To attempt a

step-over nutmeg (your feet will

cross over the ball before you make a

short pass), hold Z and press right C.

Remember, practice makes perfect!

Flick-Over
Hold R and press bottom C to turn

around and flick the ball backward
over your head. This is a good move to

use if a defender is charging straight

at you. You can then slip around him

and pick up the ball again.

n
Once you move up from the Amateur difficulty level to

Professional and World Class play, you'll probably need these

"real time" tactics to keep you on top of your game. When a play

is called, your computerized teammates will do their best to fol-

low your lead and move into their assigned positions. There's no

guarantee that a play will work, but that's where practice and a

bit of luck will come in.

Through
Ball Run

Hold Z and R and press right C to

make your closest teammate
run diagonally up the field. If he’s

in a good field position, he can

slip between defenders. Pass

before he goes offside.

Offside
Trap

Hold Z and R and press bottom C
to move all your defenders up

the field. Playing them forward

may catch your opponents in an

offside (passing to a teammate
that's beyond the last defender).

A—* Attacking
Press

To call nearby players to put

pressure on an opposing ball car-

rier, hold Z and R and press top C.

The Attacking Press is good for

forcing turnovers, but it may
also leave you vulnerable.

Wing Back
Run

Calling a Wing Back Run (hold Z
and R and press left C) will make
your wing or your closest team-

mate sprint up the sideline. You

can then pass or lob the ball

before he goes offside.

Passback
Hold Z and R and tap A to pass

the ball to your nearest team-

mate. The computer will control

the receiver while you move your

player into position. Double-tap

A to ask for the bail back.
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Another exciting new feature is the ability to preset three team

formations and then switch between them at any time. For each

preset formation, you can set your team's overall strategy any4

where from high attack to high defense, as well as your players'

individual aggression and attack levels. If a particular formation

or strategy isn't working, you can change any or all of your pre-

sets while a game is paused.

On the Attack

The Possession Game

D

G D D

D

M
M

M

M

F

F

This balanced formation lends

itself to practically any strate-

gy or attack level. The midfield-

ers will have a lot of ground to

cover, however.

This is arguably the most flexi-

ble formation. The four midfield-

ers provide solid defense as

well as the ability to launch an

attack from the sidelines.

Digging In

This formation + a high attack

level + the Wing Back Run = lots

of shots on goal. On a second
preset, use a high defense level

to pull the wings back.

If you like to force turnovers

near your opponent's goal, this

is the formation to use. Call an

Attacking Press play and watch
the sparks fly!

This is primarily a defensive

form, but it can work offensive-

ly: lure your opponents to your

side of the field, take the ball

and play the fast break.

*> M

D M

If your opponent's offense is

overpowering or you just need
to hold on to the lead for a few
moments more, the 4-5-1 for-

mation will be your best bet.

(ymiuj cuff* ooAitfiaa )

. GROUP A > J GROUP B )
The 32 teams that qualified for the World Cup were divided at random
into 8 groups. Each group has at least one clear favorite, and we'll be

focusing our scouting reports on those squads primarily. In Group A, four-

time Cup winner Brazil is the obvious contender. The team is rated 10 in

every category: shooting, speed, passing, defense and overall skill.

Brazil Uorway

Scotland ilorocco

© NINTENDO POWER

Italy also ranks a 10 in every skill category, but you may find that they

"handle" a bit differently, especially under computer control. Historically,

many European teams have played a much more structured and organized

game than their South American rivals, who tend to play a short passing

game that's focused on individual finesse and flair.

Italy Chile

Austria Cameroon



GROUP C >
With a rating of 9 in shooting, the French national team is just one point

shy of perfection, but this "deficit" won't have much of an impact on

their chances for the Cup. In addition, they do have the home field advan-

tage. Denmark could be a dark horse contender in the semifinals, rating

7.5 in passing and defense and 7 in speed and overall.

„ GROUP E )
Group C will be host to one of the more exciting early-round challenges.

The Netherlands are ranked 9 in shooting and speed, 10 in passing and

defense and 9.5 overall. Mexico is right behind with 8 in shooting, 9 in

speed and 8.5 in all other categories. Differences of one rating point

aren't very significant, so this contest could go either way.

Belgium Korea Rep.

Germany and Yugoslavia will also provide lots of fireworks as they com-
pete for the Group F title. Germany is ranked 10 across the board, but the

Yugoslavians are no slouches, with 7.5 in shooting, 8 in speed, 8.5 in pass-

ing and 8 in both defense and overall skill. The key for the underdogs will

be to strike early and strike often.

Germany Jugoslavia

VOLUME 109 ©
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Spain is a shoe-in for a spot among the top ten teams, rating 9.5 in

shooting, 9 in speed, 10 in passing and defense and 9.5 overall. Bulgaria

is the only real challenger for Spain in Group C, but with no skill rating

higher than 6, a surprise upset is highly unlikely. As long as the

Spanish avoid injuries, they'll be there in the semifinals.

NINTENDO
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, GROUP G )
With three quality teams, Group G will have the most hotly contested

first round. England is the front-runner with a 10 in every category, fol-

lowed by Colombia with 8.5 in shooting, 7 in speed, 8.5 in passing, 7.5 in

defense and 8 overall. Romania will also stir the pot with 7 in shooting, 6.5

in speed, 8.5 in passing and defense and 8 overall.

M GROUP H )
Argentina is the runaway favorite in Group H, with 8 in shooting and

speed, 10 in passing, 9 in defense and 9.5 overall. If Argentina goes up

against Brazil, England, Germany or any of the other top 5 teams in the

later rounds, the key to success will be passing and ball movement using

primarily the 4-2-4 and 2-5-3 formations.

England Colombia

Romania Tunisia

The following teams did not officially qualify for France '98, but they

were included in the game for variety. In fact, Portugal, Russia and

Sweden do compare favorably to a lot of the Cup competitors, at least

on paper. If you choose one of these teams in World Cup mode, it will

replace one of the official qualifiers in the tournament at random.

Australia Canada

Portugal Rep. ot Ireland

0 NINTENDO POWER

Croatia

JamaicaJapan

China Greece

Sweden
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Once you win the World Cup, you'll enable the Classics mode,

which features eight famous World Cup championship matches

from the past. Each match is authentically detailed according to

its time period, including accurate uniform colors and classic-

style brown soccer balls. Kenneth Wostenholme, a renowned

former FIFA announcer, will be on hand to give the play-by-play.

Classic mode can't be saved on the Game Pak. To access Classic

mode again, your World Cup win must be saved to a Controller

Pak and then reloaded into the Game Pak.

WORLD CUP ‘98

1930
Uruguay vs.

Argentina
Few European teams were will-

ing or able to make the trip to

South America for the first

World Cup. Uruguay's key player

in their 4-2 win was goalkeeper

Ballasteros. Despite great ball

handling by Evaristo and terrific

shooting by Stabile, Argentina

couldn't rally.

These classic match-ups are some of the tougher contests available.

Before you begin a match, you'll see the final score of the actual game.

Will you be able to change history with a stunning upset?

handling. Unfortunately for

Brazil, though, their powerful

front line couldn't make up for a

weak defense, and they lost the

match, 2-1.

1950
Uruguay xs.

Brazil
In 1950, the world was introduced 1

to what we now think of as the f

|

South American style of play, \.

1938
Italy xs.

Hungary
The 1938 World Cup was a

reverse of the 1930 contest,

with no South American teams

willing to travel to Europe, most-
ly because of pre-WW II ten-

sions. If you'd like to repeat

Italy's 4-2 win, focus on midfield-

ers Serantoni and Andreolo, and

forwards Biavati and Meazza.

1954
W. Germany vs.

Hungary
It’s somehow fitting that the

with a thrilling upset. Hungary's

star forward, A. Puskas, was
injured and couldn't play, and

many think this gave West
Germany the edge they needed

to win. This time, Puskas is

healthy and ready to go...

1966
England vs.

W. Germany
The 1966 World Cup was the first

to be decided in overtime. West
Germany's explosive South

American-style strategy back-

fired as a more cautious English

squad took the win. Key players

included Beckenbauer (right mid-

field, W. Germany) and Moore
(left midfield, England).

1970
Brazil vs.

Italy

This match marked Pele's debut

in the World Cup and a new domi-

nance for South American-style

play. Brazil became the first

team to win the World Cup three

times, and they were awarded
the original championship trophy

permanently in honor of their

great achievement.

1974
W. Germany vs.

HoUand
Led by Muller, Grabowski and the

returning Beckenbauer, the West
Germans were able to redeem
themselves in this hotly con-

tested match. The Dutch team's

star forward, Cruyff, was widely

considered to be one of the best

players of his day, second only to

Brazil's Pele.

198E
Italy vs.

W. Germany
West Germany made yet anoth-

er appearance in the World Cup
finals but fell to Italy's overpow-
ering front line. Some key players

on the winning team included

Cabrini (a strong defender),

Tardelli (a stylish midfielder) and

Gentile (a catalyst for many
strong challenges).

t'liJJ t jLr\jJ )
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Having played semipro soccer

himself, Nick Malaperin wa's r
the perfect choice to be EA's

Associate Producer on World

Cup '98 for the N64. After

spending a couple of weeks

with Nick's pride and joy, we'd

Jiaielaigree with his personal

assessment of the game: it's fast,

easy to control and a blast

to play.

Nick and his design team start-

ed work on World Cup '98

before its predecessor was
even finished.

Responding to comments on

sluggish play control in earlier soc-

cer games, Nick and his team of 1

8

artists and programmers worked hard to

give World Cup '98 a "real sense of

immediacy. It does what you want when

you want." He's confident that these

improvements will be carried over to the

tentatively-titled FIFA '99, which is already

deep in development. We can't wait!
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Mtan-Wuiftt VS.tm ikkmik
Thwap! Crack! Aieeee!

Popcorn-munching onlookers

alternately cheer and cringe

as they watch two martial

artists execute bone-crushing

blows and ants-in-the-pants

acrobatics until one fighter is

ultimately smeared across the

screen. But it's not the latest

Jackie Chan film the audience

Midway has built a strong rep-

utation by successfully trans-

lating arcade hits into faithful

ports for home video game

systems. Like a punch square

in the solar plexus, Midway's

N64 version of MK4 is yet

another dead-on hit that's a

dead ringer for its arcade

inspiration...and then some.
Arcade screen shot

is gaping at. It's Mortal Kombat 4, Midway's latest arcade fight- In addition to retaining the arcade graphics, moves, and cinema

ing game to further the saga of the Outworld.

Though the MK concept is five years old, the series continues

to be a hit, and MK4 maintains that streak, drawing in crowds

as well as quarters by the pocketful. Much of the success comes

from MK4's three new features that set it apart from previous

MKs and fighting games: 3-D fighters in 3-D arenas, weapons

that can be picked up or swiped away, and a fighting engine

that's running faster than ever. So fast, in fact, that it's quickly

heading to the N64.

(28) NINTENDO POWER

scenes with dialogue, the N64 version will include a new arena,

a boss character, and possibly more surprises that will never

surface in arcades. So far, MK4 has been twice tweaked in

arcades to boast new features, and Nintendo's version will ben-

efit from this road-testing by including all improvements from

the latest MK4 arcade update (known as "Revision 3").

With its extras, the home version of MK4 could overshadow

the arcade version. Thwap! Crack! Aieeee! It may just be

a knockout.

Mortal Kombat 4 1997 Midway Games Inc. All Rights Reserved. Midway, Mortal Kombat,
the Dragon Design and all character names are trademarks of Midway Games Inc.
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Escaping Raiden's imprisonment, banished god Shinnok now
threatens the existence of earth and the other realms. Once

again, a handful of fighters, including these seven new-

comers to the tournament, will determine fate by bat-

tling in Mortal Kombat's fight-to-the-finish slugfests.

V FUJIN
\ Known as the Wind
God in MK

/ Mythologies, Fujin

is one of earth's last'
surviving gods who

can oppose Shinnok.

KAI

Not only is he Liu

Kang's friend, he is

also his equal. Kai

is a superior fighter

ho learned from

)

REIKO

Reiko, a mysteri-

ous warrior who
once led Shinnok's

f
armies, returns

'
after being M.I.A. to

again serve the banished god.

\
SHINNOK

» 1
\ A fallen god at

1 odds with the

J Elders, Shinnok

reemerges to

destroy his captor,

Raiden the Thunder God.

\ TANYA
\ Tanya unwittingly

]

lets Shinnok into

J her world. Only by
> defeating him can

r
she free her home.

Something old, something new. MK4 introduces inter-

changeable weapons, seven fighters, plus some new moves.

CHARACTER DEBUT OLD
MOVES/

FATALITIES

NEW
MOVES/

FATALITIES

WEAPON

Johnny Cage MK 7 1 Broad Sword

Fujin Mythologies - 8 Laser Crossbow

Jarek MK4 - 7 Broad Sword

Jax MK 2 6 2 Mace

Kai MK 4 - 9 Saber

Liu Kang MK 5 2 Sword

Quan Chi Mythologies - 8 Mace

Raiden MK 4 2 Hammer

Reiko MK 4 - 8 Mace

Reptile MK 2 3 4 Battle-axe

Scorpion MK 4 3 Sword

Shinnok Mythologies - * Spear

Sonya MK 5 4 Rotary Blade

Sub-Zero MK 5 1 Club

Tanya MK 4 - 7 Boomerang

* Shinnok can mimic any character and use any of his or her moves.

TO VS.TPABPP
Midway designed the N64 version to be as good as the

arcade version. With some added extras, it's even better.

l^jSRBi .
jAflBADE (Revision 3) |

Fighters 15 15

Hidden Fighters At least 1 At least 1

Boss Characters 1 0

Arenas 7 6

Animation 60 60

Frames
per Second



direction, and newly-polygonal

fighters no longer seem to be

missing a few frames of anima-

tion. Moreover, MK4's charac-

ters no longer resemble flat

paper dolls, nor do they resem-

ble boxy polygons with paint-

ed-on faces.

Impressively, — —
the characters are stuffed

with enough polygons to

achieve a smooth, almost

rendered, look.

to pull his or hi/r weapon ouVef thin

air. The other fighter can then bran-

dish hi£ oP*her weapon or even yours,

if yon drop it and your enemy

retrieves it from the arena floor.

Boulders, skulls and other items that

pepper the battlefields can also be

Most revolutionary of all MK4's new features is its inter-

changeable weaponry. Other fighting games have armed their

they've never been able to

snatch weapons from their

opponents' hands to use

them against their owners.

Each MK4 fighter has a

special weapon, and a controller against enemies. Once a game of hand-to-hand combat, MK4 has

sequence will allow your fighter grown to involve swordplay and sharpshooting.

i «£(,<*
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MK4 for the N64 skimps on nothing when it comes to recreating

the arcade version's graphics and fast and furious game play. L.
YOUH JODI

sion also goes a step further by including an extra arena (the Ice
— - 31 mm

Pit), different game modes (including Team Tournaments and

Endurance Contests), and the added challenge of a boss character

(a certain four-armed thug who hasn't fought since the first MK).
As. v

•ft.
111Nil
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Game Screen

Vs. uTpflTOIW iMUKiAL^UMMl
MK4 is due out this June. Will it Have a fighting chance against MK Trilogy or

3-D tournament fighters? Compare for yourself.

Company

Rating

Regular Fighters

Hidden Fighters

Boss Characters

Fatalities Per Fighter

Stage Fatalities

Interchangeable
Weapons

Blood

Gore

3-D Game Play

Players

Size

Controller Pak

Rumble Pak

Cinema Scenes
With Dialogue

Different

Game Modes*

MORTAL KOMBAT 4

Midway

M

i5 d
At Least 1

1

w

Yes

Yes

Buckets, optional

Very High

Somewhat

1-2

Midway

M

26

4

2

2 +Babalities,

Animalities,Friendships

& Brutalities

Midway

Yes

No

Buckets, optional

High

1-2 (Simultaneous) +
an 8-Player Round-
robin Tournament

64 Megabits

No

No

No

No

No

Pints, optional

Medium

1-2

96 Megabits

No

No

No

None

None

yes

1-2

96 Megabits

Yes

*Multiplayer variations of the same mode are counted as one mode.

.. Yi <-

—
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Mortal Kombat 4 for the N64, when compared to other fighting

games and even its arcade counterpart, emerges as a worthy

contender in the ever-expanding ring of fighting games. Should

you choose MK4 as your fighting game destiny, keep an eye out

for upcoming Nintendo Power articles that will cover the

game's strategies and secrets. MK4, with its polished game play,

new look, and interchangeable weaponry, definitely adds a new

spin to its genre-a spin that could very well be the fate-sealing

factor when you're choosing a fighting game.
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THUS
ITIore Boards, fTlore Thrills

Summer's here, but there's still a lot more wintry fun to be

had with the Snowboard Kids! The code below will activate

the hidden character Shinobin, an entire line of Shinobin

snowboards, all the standard courses and four secret cours-

es: Dizzy-Land, Quicksand Valley, Silver Mountain and Ninja

Land. We broke down the code into steps to make it easier

to read, but you should enter it in one, steady sequence on

the Title screen.

Step 1 Up, Down on Control Stick

Step 2 Up, Down on Control Pad

Step 3 Bottom C, Top C
Step 4 L, R, Z
Step 5 Left on Control Pad

Step 6 Right C
Step 7 Up on Control Stick

Step 8 B Button

Step 9 Right on Control Pad

Step 10 LeftC

Step 1 1 Start

Rush on the Rock
Here's a multistep code for San Francisco Rush that will

open up a hidden track on the island of Alcatraz, otherwise

known as The Rock. When entering directional commands,

you may use either the Control Pad or the Control Stick.

You'll need the FI car for this code. If you don't have it,

first win any Circuit on Medium difficulty. From then on, if

you use the same player, you can go to the Track Select

screen and press Z four times to activate the FI car.

Now for the Alcatraz code. Complete a Circuit with the

FI car and watch the entire end cinema scene. Now enter

the One Race mode and go to the Car Select screen. Hold

left C and press Z. Release both buttons, then press Left.

Press B several times to go back to the main menu.

Now access the Setup screen. Hold top C and press Z.

Release both buttons, then press Up. Go back out to the

main menu.

Reenter the One Race mode and go to the Track Select

screen. Hold right C and press Z. Release both buttons, then

press Right. Select any track you wish.

Now go to the Car Select screen. Hold bottom C and

press Z. Release both buttons, then press Down, L and R. If

you enter the code correctly, you'll hear a trumpeting sound.

Go back to the Track Select screen and scroll through the

tracks to find Alcatraz.
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Have the characters stand in If the trick works, you can
one spot. Use a bomb to extend the match indefinitely

defeat them simultaneously. with no point limit.

Infinite Point match
Our thanks to the clever net surfers who sent this trick to our

web site. To extend a Point Match as long as you like, first

begin a three-player, five-point match. The trick is to have

one player rack up four wins and then defeat two players

simultaneously. If the two players are defeated at the exact

same moment, the win counter will jump to six points, going

past the normal limit of five points. The match will continue

until you reset the game. This trick works best if the two

"target" players are characters, not tanks or Arwings.

Secret Car Codes
Up until now, you had to complete season after season to

gain access to these secret cars in Top Gear Rally. Now they

can be yours with just a few simple button presses!

Before we get to the codes, though, we do have a favor to

ask. We know that if you complete the sixth season of the

fifth year, a Reflective Paint option will appear on the Decal

screen (press bottom C to access it). We don't know if there's

a quick code for this option, but if you find one, drop us a

line here at Classified Info, okay? Much obliged.

Helmet Car

Evil Unmasked
This is such an obvious trick! So why didn't we think of it

before? (Don't answer that!) To rip off an opponent's mask,

repeatedly use an "eye gouge" attack, if you have one. After

a few times, your mysterious foe's face will finally be

revealed to the world!

C'mere, you! Let's see what
you're hiding under that mask!

What the...? Oh, my goodness, it's

one of those Hanson brothers!

Once a race begins, press Up,

Up, Z, B, A, Left and Left to

switch to the Helmet Car.

When entering any Top Gear

Rally code, use the Control

Pad, not the Control Stick.

The Cupra
If you'd prefer the cool, sleek

lines of the Cupra, press bot-

tom C, Up, B, Right, A, bottom
C, A and Right once a race

begins.

Beach Ball Car
Now this is a car! Press B, B,

A, Left, Left, bottom C, A and

Right once a race begins to

take the Beach Ball car for a

spin.

nil normal Tracks

To open up all the normal

tracks in Arcade, Time Attack
and Practice modes, press A,

Left, Left, Right, Down and Z

once any race begins. This will

not open the Mirror tracks.

g»gji



Bullet Passes

Hide Name
Huge Ball

Huge Head
More Speed
Power Blockers

Power Defense

Thick Fog

Tiny Team
Random Plays

Unlimited Turbo

2-

5-0 Left

1-0-2 Right

0-5-0 Down
0-4-0 Up
4-0-4 Left

3-

1-2 Left

4-

2-1 Up

0-

4-1 Down
3-1-0 Right

1-

1-5 Left

5-

1-4 Up

You'll be safe from direct fire,

but not from explosives.

Uh, oh-l think I'm stuck. Uh,

guys? Hey, guys!

Entra Puzzles
This code is normally revealed once you complete the

Puzzle mode, bul we thought we'd save you the trouble.

Press A, Up, B, and Down on the Title screen to access more

puzzles. If the code is entered correctly, a small figure will

aoDear in the corner of the screen.

right after you select your

teams.

subtle, and some are...yeow!

What's up with that?!
If this little guy shows up,

you're golden.

We re sure you puzzle fans

will eat this up.

don't usually print arcade game codes in Classified Info,

we thought we'd make an exception in this case. Back in

107, we announced that Midway is going to port

arcade hit, NFL Blitz, over to the N64. As part of our

we revealed a bunch of secret codes for the arcade

and now we have a few more.

All codes are entered on the Matchup screen. The first

number in each code is for the Turbo button, the second for

the Jump button and the third for the Pass button. First press

the control huttnns the numher of times shown, then Dress

Hiding Place
Here's a sneaky trick that a certain GoldenEye guru sent to

our web site. If you're playing a multiplayer match in the

Facility, there is a way to jump up into the air vent in the

bathroom ceiling. Enter the stall below the vent, stand on the

toilet and face the stall door. Press and hold left C to crouch.

While still holding left C, press and hold R and press Left on

the Control Stick. If you're in the correct position, you'll turn

around two or three times and then pop up into the vent.

Push up on the Control Stick to crawl forward.

NINTENDO¥t>\i
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Einsteins

To raise your players' intelli-

gence to something above the

level of the average house-

plant, type in YNSTYNS on the

Cheat menu.

Baby fTlode

To activate Baby mode, enter

PBYBYMD on the cheat menu.

So, just how young are they

going to go for the draft,

anyway?

Super Dive

Enter BGSPRDV on the Cheat
menu to give your players

maximum distance on dives.

It's kind of like using those

water slide thingies in the

backyard, only better.

Rluiays Tip Pass
If you enter LWYSTPSS on the

Cheat menu, the defending

team will always tip the ball

on passing plays. Run, Luke!

Run!

If you have an awesome trick, password or code for our Classified Information

files, drop us a line at the address at the right. For access to even more cool codes

and tips, check out Nintendo's official web site at www.nintendo.com.

Ilintendo Pouier
Classified Information
P.O. Boh 97033
Redmond, UJR
98073-9733

Instant Pass
We knew all that Star Trek

stuff would come in handy one

day. If you enter LDSTRTRK on

the Cheat menu, a thrown
pass will immediately teleport

to the receiver's hands.

Electric Football

You can relive the glory days
of tabletop electric football by

typing in YLCTRCFB on the

Cheat menu. All the fun of the

old game, but the Controller

won’t vibrate.

Cl&S&DFJID
IKI&BK1AYJ0N

<> NrLCLUB90 1

The Last Gasp
These are absolutely, positively the last codes that we know

of for NFL Quarterback Club '98. The key phrase here is,

"that we know of." Who knows? We'll probably receive an

e-mail tomorrow revealing even more!

You've probably memorized the spiel already, but here it

is: all codes are entered on the Cheat menu, and you'll hear

a tone if a code is entered correctly. Most codes will work

together, and there's no limit to the number of codes you can

activate. Now if you'll excuse us, we're just gonna mmm-
bop on outta here...

Bad Offense

If you enter LLFFSCK on the

Cheat menu, your offense will,

well, suck big time. And how
much are these guys getting

paid?

Bad Defense
To make your defense roll over

and play dead, enter LLDFSCK
on the Cheat menu. Looks like

these guys didn't eat their

Wheaties...
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It stands out like a freak in the fightihg genre. Since when
has hacking off opponents’ arms while flying freely about

booby-trapped arenas ever been the norm?

Not far in the future, big business and corporate greed will tear

apart the United States. Midway's gruesome tournament fighter Bio

Freaks chronicles this tale of America's second Civil War, an inter-

state struggle in which domination of technology and the dollar

have turned state against state. Cloning, gene manipulation and

bio-engineering have become horrific realities, and giant corpora-

tions, or the Gl-Corps, have taken over each state's weakened,

bankrupt government.

From the new technology arise the "Bio F.R.E.A.K.S.," Flying

Robotic Enhanced Armored Killing Synthoids. At first,

the humanoid war machines are used for such terrorist acts as

spying and kidnapping, but a new faction of the withering U.S.

government intervenes.

In the hopes of restoring the U.S. into a unified country, the gov-

ernment has set up the Secret Games, a battle royal in which a state

puts its fate in the hands of its native Bio Freak. Each Synthoid rep-

resents its home state in a battle against another state's fighter, and

control of the losing state goes to the surviving fighter's Gl-Corps.

The story of the F.R.E.A.K.S. is not your usual fighting fare. Nor

is the game itself, which will combine the new element of complete

and free 3-D movement with slice-'em-dice-'em carnage that's

intended for only mature audiences with strong stomachs.

NINTENDO POWER



BIOFREAKS

JUtFULL. 3-D AERIAL
While other tournament-fighting games such as Mace hint at the

possibilities of 3-D interactive arenas, none of them allows the com-

plete freedom of movement that Bio F.R.E.A.K.S. does. All eight

fighters are outfitted with rockets that enable them to hover to the

arena's ceiling, overhanging ledges or any other area of the battle

pit. No longer will combatants be locked into fighting from an "eye-

to-eye" position. Instead, fighters can explore the multilevel arenas

to battle their opponents from above, below, beside or anywhere in

between. Now more than ever, positioning and the element of sur-

prise play key roles in fighting.

m "Ji.kissb

Dodging no longer consists of a As long as their Hover Meters
simple sidestep. Players can fire aren’t empty, players can use
up their rockets to fly anywhere special aerial attacks to battle

in the multilevel arenas. in midair.

Acid pools surround some Booby-trapped with hazards,

fighting areas, so you’ll have to the arenas themselves will

watch every 3-D step you take. become threats to your fighter.

Total freedom of movement will have its downside, too. Not only will

you have to constantly watch your back, but one misstep or piloting

error can land your fighter in an arena's booby trap. Most battle pits

feature interactive hazards such as furnaces, lava pools, and buzz-saw-

equipped walls, so fighters will have to reckon with their environment

as well as their combatants. Of course, you can also use the arena traps

against your opponents. While your foe will use shields to defend

against your barrage of firepower, your blasts can still force your vic-

tim backward into toxic slime pits, off ledges or into the flattening

rollers of a mechanical press.

SHIELD LIMB L
The F.R.E.A.K.S. have been bio-engi-

neered to generate a metallic shield

around themselves when in danger.

However, the fighters' limited shield

power will maintain the protective

shells for only a few seconds at a time

until the Shield Meter refills. The

combatants will use their shields often, so you'll need to deal out

a constant barrage of attacks in order to hit them during that brief

period when their shields are recharging.

I

Bio Freaks drips with gore, but it's not there to just gross

you out. Ever wonder how the Venus de Milo would fare in

a fight? With the Limb Loss option, fighters can lose their

arms if they take enough dam-

age. Armed or not, fighters

must finish the fight, but most

of an amputee's upper body

attacks will be relegated to

harmless shrugging.

FOUR MOD
ARCADE In Arcade Mode,

you'll take on each

of the seven other fighters in a three-round

matchup that will ultimately lead to a show-

down against the game's two boss characters.

SURVIVAL ,n SurvivalW 1 Mode, players

will fight until they lose one fight in the end-

less cycle of single-round matchups against

the seven other fighters plus Clonus.

VS. Vs. Mode is the game's two-player mode. Evenyif

a novice goes up against a pro, the players will be

able to have a fair fight by manipulating their Life Meters.

Players can increase their fighter's health to as high as 140%
or decrease it to as low as 60%.

TEAMBATTLE In Team

Battle,

players can draft their own teams of fighters to

battle through a customized Bio F.R.E.A.K.S. tour-

nament ladder.

WI
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THEBIO F.R.E.A.K.B.
A handy list of your fighter's special moves will appear if you

pause the game and highlight "Character Moves." But since

there are well over a dozen moves for each of the eight main

F.R.E.A.K.S., we've singled out ten moves per fighter that we
think will lead you to victory. All moves listed here, as well as the

ones on the Character Moves screen, apply when your fighter is

standing to the left of an opponent. If you're to the right, simply

reverse any left or right arrows.

BULLZEYE
Bullzeye has survived battle after battle without ever losing a

bionic limb. The trooper's massive firepower wins most of his battles,

and a constant Grenade attack can possibly win him a perfect victory.

When cornered,

unleash the

Plasma Storm
to leap over

enemies while

showering them
with firepower.

If an enemy is

closing in on

you, lay mines

with an Air Chop
Gun Attack so

your foe will

walk into them.

IMP’SPOWER
PICKS
Hi Low Attack: v> RP+LP

Rocket Climb: v> +FR

Dive, Roll & Shoot: * *+FR
Slide Away & Shoot: * * RP+LP

Air Chop Gun Attack: * RK+LK

Left Grenade: *LP
Right Grenade: + RP

Shoulder Charge: * + LP

Plasma Storm: * RP+LP

AERIAL ATTACK

Aerial Skull Bomb: * LK+LP

v *

DELTA F.R.E.A.K.
CLASS/RCA T/O/V:
SYNTHOIO

Delta fights for the Indiana/Michigan Gl-Corps, but her allegiance

may actually be with the Resistance. Regardless, her home state needs her

talents, in particular her speed and aerobatic skills.

The Sword
Spout's lasers

sweep across

most of the arena,

making it the ideal

attack against

airborne enemies.

The Planted

Pounce is an easy

two-hit combo.

Once it knocks

over your foe, fol-

low up with a

Mystic Rumble.

IMP’SPOWER
PICKS
Razor Spin: LP

Rising Turbo Top: * + RK

Sword Spout: FR

Scissor Sword: * + LP then RP

Laser Swipe: * » LP

Mystic Rumble: LK+LP

Planted Pounce: RK+LK+ *

Back Strike: + +RK+RP

Life Stealer: ** LK+LP

Laser Spin: RK+LP

F.R.E.A.K.
CLASS/RCA TIOISI:
RETROPURGE be™

Born from the ashes of a heated rivalry between Utah and Texas,

Ptlfejtalented Purge is the product of both warring states' technolo-

gy. Thawing flames is Purge's specialty, so most enemies can't get near him.

If an enemy is

behind you, spin

into the Burning

Top to barbecue
the Freak in a

whirling

firestorm.

Flame Pillars

scorch large

areas, but avoid

using them on

islands or you

may not find a

safe landing spot.

IMP’SPOWER
PICKS
Flame Pillars: * *LP
Phoenix Attack: v> RP+LP

Burning Top: * +FR

Cutting Top: Vz RP

Napalm Canister: + + RP+LP

Lawn Mower: + + RP

Hand Fan:* *LP

Ground ?!?: v>RK
Hi-Lo Burn: + +FR

AERIAL ATTACK

Carpet Bombing: RP+LP

sJ/k*

MIIMATEK
Like the beasts bred for bullfighting, Minatek has been created

solely for the Secret Games. Ffowever, the bull-Dozer secretly supports

the Underground, and his close-combat skills may help him defect there.

If you score

direct hits with

three Mouth
Cannon Barrages

in a row, you'll

defeat any regu-

lar Freak.

Seek and destroy

with the Guided

Salvo. Flying foes

can t escape
Minatek's bat-

tery of homing

missiles.

IMP’SPOWER
PICKS
Mouth Cannon Barrage:LK+RP+LP

Guided Salvo: *tzLP
Rocket Salvo: RP+LP+ +

Triple Shot Battle Cannon: LK

Charge n Ram: +v>LP
Target n Fire: + RK then FR

Spinning Shockwave:* + RK+LK

Rocket Slide Attack Right: + +FR

Rocket Slide Attack Left: + +FR

AERIAL ATTACK

Aerial Ground Shockwave: * RP+LP

(38) NINTENDO POWER



1\1P’SPOWER
PICKS
Tornado Vortex: •* + LK

Gunfighter: + +FR

Mitt Shockwave: LK+RP+LP

Dive, Slide & Shoot: RK+LK

Double Whammy: +RK+RP
Running Clothesline: RP

Twist Again: +LK+RP

Spike Grenade: + + FR

Spinning Top: + + LK

AERIAL ATTACK

Air Triple Grenade: + + FR

BIOFREAKS

(Q) ZIPPERHEAD
Zipperhead is a renegade Freak whose defective bio-drive allows

him to think freely. After he had lost his arms in a bout with Bifllzeye,

Zipperhead fled to the Underground to plot his revenge.

Turn your foe into

a sitting duck

with a Tornado

Vortex trap, then

throw a single

Spike Grenade at

your captive.

For a two-hit

combo that

knocks oppo-

nents off their

cybernetic feet,

execute the Dive,

Slide and Shoot.

IMP’SPOWER
PICKS
Gas Bubble: « +LK+LP
Swamp Attack: + FR

Swamp Teleport: + + LP

Stink Attack: LK+RP+ +

J.A.W.S.: ++RP
Energy Spread: * LK
Triple Shockwave: RK+LK+LP

Maul Attack: «--»RP+LP

Bouncing Ball: RK

AERIAL ATTACK

Aerial Puke Ball: RK+LK

(S SSAPO
Hideously toadish in appearance, Ssapo has turned out to be the

princely savior for New Mexico. With his brutish hand-to-hand skill&'difd

quick medium-range attacks, he has won independance for his state.

To knock down
an opponent
from a medium
distance, launch

Ssapos gnawing
JAWS.

Enemies can

still fight from
within the Gas
Bubble, but their

shields will no
longer work.

IMP’SPOWER
PICKS
Zorro Cut: Lt RP

Sliding Flea Trail: +* RK+LK
Big Wheel Slide: ++RK+LK
Hammer Glove: RK+RP+LP
Shield Throw: LP

Chattering Teeth: + +LP
Hammer Throw: « +RP
Golf Swing: + +LK
Dyno Balloons: + + RK
AERIAL ATTACK

Balloon Mines: +RP+LP

ISIP’SPOWER
PICKS
Tazer Shot: RP

Teleport: RK+LK +

3 Javelin Toss: + v> RP

Spinning Bola Shot: + +RP+LP
Floating Mines: ++RK+RP
Blind Slug: + +FR
Short Circuit: + + LP
AERIAL ATTACK

Air Homing Mine: +RP+LP
Aerial Electric Snare: + RK+LK

Aerial Javelin: + + RP

RP = Right Punch
LP = Left Punch
RK = Right Kick
LK = Left Kick
FFt Fire

•ml Forward

0 PSYCLOWN ssjagg*™"*
Psydown's mind constantly runs in overdrive-so much so that he's

on the verge of insanity. His approach to fighting is just as twisted, and his

outlandish moves are prime for long-distance battling.

To keep enemies

away, extract

the Chattering

Teeth that will

create an explo-

sive barrier

around Psyclown.

SABOTAGE F.R.E.A.K .

CLASSIFICA TIOIJ:UNKNOWN
Sabotage is a soldier of fortune who's fast on the draw and quick

with the kicks. Aside from Delta, she's the only other fighter who can pull off

a three-hit combo with three taps of a C Button.

To keep enemies at

a distance, back up

while repeatedly

performing

Sabotage's Floating

Mines maneuver.

s i
*

-r

THE SECRETGAMESCOMMISSION CSGCJ
Freelancer Sabotage serves the SGC, the organi- line. However, she and her fellow fighters are

zation that seeks to make the Civil War more beginning to resent being pawns in the SGC's

"civil" by putting the lives of F.R.E.A.K.S. on the great hope for reunification.

VOLUME 109
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MINA

TEK

PURGE

DELTA

BULLZEYE

Pancake Bullzeye in his own
arena traps by stationing

yourself on the ledge above
the steamroller. When he

follows, sweep kick off the

ledge and into the trap.

Atop the battle pits ledges,

you'll be somewhat protect-

ed from enemy missiles

fired from the arena floor.

Your projectiles, however,

should easily connect with
foes below.

In Zipperhead's battle pit, a

section of freeway overpass

juts out from a wall of flow-

ing lava. Whoever can domi-

nate this area of road will

have the fighting advantage.

Use jump-in/jump-out tac-

tics against Zipperhead.

Immediately after attacking

the Retro Synthoid, take

flight. Before he can set his

sights on you, land, attack,

then retreat.

Delta is an ace flier and one Instead of approaching

of the fastest F.R.E.A.K.S. in Delta, let her come to you.

Neo-Amerika. Stay ground- her long-range defenses

ed while fighting her will keep you at bay, but if

because she'll outfly and she nears you, you can easi-

outfight you in the sky. ly throw her into the fire pit.

Purge's main offense is to

engulf the battle pit with
flames. As soon as he raises

his arms to fire, activate your

shields or use your rockets to

hover above the heat.

Gung-ho Purge rarely fights

defensively. If you stay near

the edge of the platform.

Purge will overzealously

teleport to attack you, and
you can easily toss him into

the lava.

Minatek has strong arms Land on one of the battle

and legs, making him a for- pit's high, narrow ledges,

midable foe at close range. Since Minatek usually stays

Escape his clutches by fly- on the main floor, you can
ing then quickly enabling launch your long-distance

your shields to avoid his attacks from above,

guided missiles.

@ NINTENDO POWER

Ssapo is a pro at close com-
bat, and he'll often follow

his quick two-hit combo
punches with a sweep kick.

Projectile and aerial

attacks will keep the toady

on the defensive.

Sidestep and move often

when battling Ssapo. If you

come to a standstill near

the edge of the platform,

he'll teleport to you and
knock you into the radio-

active slime.

Psyclown fights frantically

in close combat, packing in

combo after combo. Use
firepower and aerobatics to

keep your distance from the

circus clown's over-the-big-

top attacks.

Ready your shields if

Psyclown charges you.

Once he's at point-blank

range, retaliate with any
attack that knocks your

opponent to the ground,

then distance yourself.

Use you firepower to blast Sabotage prefers close

Sabotage out of point-blank combat, but her arena is

range. Since she's a pro at large enough that you can

hand-to-hand combat, you'll avoid it. Knock her into the

want to keep her a few sunken area to make her an

steps away from you. easy target for your long-

distance attacks.



BIOFREAKS

After defeating your seven competitors, your Bio Freak will cybernetic enhancements and technological trickery, making

face two of the Secret Games' most mysterious and powerful their weaponry more destructive and armor more resistant

warriors. Both Clonus and Mutilator boast an excess of than any fighter you've battled thus far.

CLONUS F.R.E.A.K .

CLASSIFICATOON:UNKNOWN
Clonus becomes the shadowy

mirror image of whomever it's

fighting. It knows your every move but it is a stronger version of your fighter. You'll face

off with your spitting image once you've defeated your seven opponents in Arcade Mode.

Clonus looks like your

fighter and uses your

moves, but your

special attacks won't
cause as much
damage as the dop-

pelganger's version

of them.

Cyclone-fast Clonus

is quick with the

attacks, making it

tough to get a move in

edgewise. Stay on the

move and use combo
moves and knock-
down attacks.

MUTILATOD ££££1™*™,™, in size and mist"'

m m m dozer Mutilator overshadows all

other Bio F.R.E.A.K.S. The monstrous dozer is roughly four times the size of the average fighter, and

the damage she deals is just as massive. While your Synthoid will stand at Mutilator's knee level,

your attacks will fare better if you focus them on her upper body. i

i
Fight from one of the

islands, but relocate to

another as soon as—
' * Mutilator approaches, or

.„ her seismic stomping may
knock you overboard.

If Mutilator knocks you intc

the water, immediately fly

out to escape the piranhas.

An aerial attack is the mos'

manageable offejiBe.

Even after you've defeated Mutilator, the Civil War will wage on. Bio F.R.E.A.K.S.,

with its full 3-D movement, makes for very replayable tourney fighting. Moreover,

the game contains hidden characters, a first-person perspective to alter your strate-

gies and approach, and extra moves such as taunts. There's a war out there, and Bio

F.R.E.A.K.S. strives to make it worth fighting.

For a first-person perspective,

push the Control Pad away
from your opponent while

pressing the Start Button.

Neo-Amerika is a country full

of F.R.E.A.K.S., and at least

two hidden Synthoid charac-

ters lurk inside the game.

To perform your fighter's enter-

taining, but useless, taunt,

press the left C and right C
Buttons at the same time.
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Featuring almost perfect- The pitchers have the

ly modeled stadiums, same pitches as their on-

thousands of animation field counterparts. Hitters

frames and a graphics have hot and cold hitting

engine that runs as zones. And the play

smoothly as a Rolls options include every-

Royce, All-Star Baseball thing from Fantasy Drafts

'99 hits for the cycle in to a Home Run Derby,

video game graphics. But So how does this All-Star

that's just for show, stack up to Griffey?

All-Star Baseball Let's play ball and

also plays like find out.

an MVP. C }
From grandstand lighting to detailed

uniforms, stadiums and even grass,

All-Star covers all the bases.

The super-realistic graphics can be
hard to tell from the real thing, and

you have multiple camera options.

NINTENDO POWER



When trades and minor J
.

‘ ir
I

leaguers just won't fill psSjKi.
jp^

K !

_

action and create an all- >*=
* “^’**~— _

star with the Create-a- Shaping up your future hali-of-famer is as easy as picking his

Player option. size, *,a ' r c°l° r> name and hometown. You also get to choose from
7 K

80 big league batting stances.

Next, it's up to you to set

the various attributes of

your new hitter or pitch-

er. You have a limited

amount of talent that

you spend in different

categories.
Pitchers and hitters have 14 basic skill categories, like power
and stamina. Pitchers also have a limited amount of talent to

spread between the eight types of pitches.

The default lineups in

All-Star are close to

the real '98 lineups,

but you'll find some
differences. Also, if

you don't care about

simulating reality, you

can often improve

upon it by making your

own lineups.

PLAYER SELECT

The key to fielding a winning ... ,

team is knowing how to get
f 1 ! ,

the best players-and how to I

j j j

make use of them. All-Star ?*!’•'

Baseball '99 may start out l —1

with actual rosters and lineups,

but that doesn't mean that you have to be satisfied

with them. In fact, by the time you read this article,

many players will have moved on. Before you trade

for a player or pick up a free agent, use the Scouting

option to see if he fills all your needs. There are no

salary cap restrictions, so build a contender with

SET UNEUC

shrewd trades.

BOSTON
j

SOS

//

;
1SB3

1U
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OAKLAND

ATHLETICS

The Exhibition mode may not have a pennant at

stake, but it's still a big league experience. One,

two, three or four players can join in, using the

default lineups or lineups that have been altered

and saved in a Controller Pak. With four players

participating, two of them should be prepared to

be bored most of the time.

The exhibition mode lets you choose the teams and the

stadium, as well. You can stage impossible matchups
like the Yankees vs. the Dodgers at Wrigley Field.

Baseball is a game of endurance in many

respects, and if you choose to play a full 162-

game season, you'll know why. You can stage

shorter campaigns of 13-AL/15-NL, 26-AL/30-

NL, 87, 162 or the official '98 season with accu-

rate series

dates. You can

also include

spring train- j
* »

a real major

|
I

J
~

I

son, top stars

get *° play in

the All-Star

PlAyOFFS
If you don't want to mess around with a long,

tedious pennant race on your way to the World

Series, you can skip the entire season and head

straight to the New Playoffs mode. Here, you can

begin at the Division Series level, the

Championship Series or bypass it all and just play

the World Series. Your series can be saved on a

Controller Pak, and up to four players can join in

the historical event. You can pick the two cham-

pions or let the CPU do it for you.

PLAYOFF LADDER

If you win the Division and

Championship series, you'll end up
battling for the World Series.

NINTENDO POWER



MOB

This option is great for a change of pace or as a
. ^

challenge mode for two players. The CPU picks

two teams at random. That means that you have to

—

i

play with what's given you. If you end up with the Is ( BBEgJHBdfflSA jHj
Expos or Devil Rays, for instance, you may have wf*' 'HP-.'

your work cut out for you if you're facing the

Braves or Orioles. You'll also have the handicap of Since you may not know what a pitcher

. . . ., can do, test his accuracy in the first
not knowing your pitcher s strengths. few inningS .

When four of the top sluggers from the AL meet

the best hitters from the NL; records and jaws are

sure to drop. From one to four players can join in

the long ball fest. Our advice is to choose Griffey,

McGwire, or Larry Walker. It also helps to hit at

Coors Field.

When choosing a stadium, you also have the

option to watch a flyby sequence in which an

automatic camera moves through the stadium,

giving you a dramatic view. Although this won't

help you score extra runs, it is cool to see how
accurate Iguana made the stadium models. It's

also a great way to

scope out the hit-

ting lanes.

STADIUM SEIECT

You can set conditions such as whether
the game takes place at night or day
and whether or not the wind is blowing.
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The arcade Al

allows CPU play-

ers to get more
hits on fewer
pitches. The
upshot is that

The great debate between sim and

arcade isn't a debate at all in All-Star

Baseball, because Acclaim has includ-

ed both options. The sim game uses Al

that mimics a real game, while the

arcade mode is faster.

quickly and have

high scores.

The time of day or night isn't going to

change much in All-Star except the

graphics, but the current weather

conditions can impact the game, par-

ticularly if it is windy.

NINTENDO POWER



Our NP Power rankings are the

definitive analysis of overall ML
team strength in this game. (jlANTs

Pick up hitters with high batting

averages from 97.

Attribute ratings can hel[

decide on a draft choice.

During season play, the best way to upgrade

any team is through improvements to your ros-

ter. A pitching staff with several aces will go a

long way toward winning that pennant. Also,

ters with players

who had career

years in
‘97 . Player

attributes are based

on last year's stats.

For a total chal

ienge, build a

contender using the

fantasy draft. The

CPU makes some

unusual choices, so

a player who should

go in the first round

may last two or

three rounds. Look

at every position for

those missed picks

and you'll find some

gems. Concentrate

on power first, then

switch to pitching.

(a/uunxuA.
(

So how does All-Star Baseball '99 stack up against MLB Featuring Ken

Griffey Jr.? Too close to call-they're both winners. All-Star may be a bit

more realistic, while Griffey may be a little easier to play. We recom-

mend renting each game, then buying the one you can't live without.

2b Shea stadium
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The bruts! scavenger hum:

continues this mojith ^fe/’we-'

poke around the meanest/
jj

^ dead-end alleys in 4fie entire

Forsaken 64 galaxy. You’ll

also see the newly released

facts and strategies for the

game’s Battle Mode- '

)

twenty-four grueling missions

of deadly arena combat.
1 and © 1998 Acclaim Entertainment, Inc.

WARNING! CARNAGE AHEAD
The lonely road of the Forsaken is strewn

with the wreckage of wishers and

wannabes. Any hardened warrior knows

that the key to living to see another day isn't

fuel and firepower-it's a high-octane mix-

ture of courage and common sense. So hop

on your pioncycle and ride where only the

best have soared. Discover the perils await-

ing Battle Mode contestants and the secrets

to staying alive in the toughest spots in

Forsaken's Single-Player missions.
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FORSAKEN 64

BATTLE MODE REVEALED
Forsaken's Battle Mode plays like Multiplayer, except your ambush techniques before your friends drop in. This mode

rivals will be controlled by the computer and you'll see a has three difficulty levels: bronze, silver and gold. The

full screen view-none of that split-screen stuff. It's the per- bounty hunters waiting to challenge you become more dif-

fect thing for sharpening your aim and mastering your ficult as you complete the eight missions for each medal.

LA NAVE BIO-DDIV1E

The Bio-Dome is a complicated mix of narrow corridors and open are-

nas. Your rivals will often seek refuge in the shadows, not engaging

you until they have fully powered-up weapons. The easiest way to

win here is to locate and destroy your opponents immediately.

pnye one oKthe largest and proudest vessels in the earth's space
Mgltillk(t4|»atfe is now a burned-out hulk, floating in the shadows of

/aeepC^c«^Ahpm's only one way off the ship's bridge—don't let your

rivals )rap you tyere or you'll end up going down with the ship.

IL TEMP :iVI\ITICO

II Tempio Antico is a bewildering, ancient maze deep beneath the

scorched sands of the former Middle East. These ruins are ideal for

plotting ambushes in Multiplayer, but Battle Mode's savvy, CPU-con-
trolled bounty hunters know all the dirty tricks and best places to hide.

Popcacatapetl's battle arena is a galactic hot spot—a combat complex

created solely for entertaining the planet's population. Make sure your

show gets the top viewer ratings by steering clear of the lava pools

while keeping the rest of the competition centered in your sights.

THE 5EWER5 OF PARIS

There are no wide-open spaces inside the Parisian Sewer system.

You're forced to engage the enemy in close quarters. Keep an eye on

the exits at all times in case a trigger-happy, suicidal maniac tries to

clean everyone's pipes with a titanic blast from a Titan Missile.

Radiation poisoning is the least of your worries inside iaire's abandoned

nuclear power plant. Your enemies will hide behind cloaking devices

called stealth mantles. Your best chances for spotting them is to wait in

illuminated areas where you can see thqpi coming.

VOLUME 109

PANDORA

The strongest and the best bikers ride into Pandora, the final battle

arena in all three medal rounds. The enemy will use hit-and-run tacti

taking turns at wearing you down. Concentrate on taking out one rid>

at a time, even if you have to chase them through a firefight.

Metropolitana is a deserted subway network beneath the melted metal

slag and broken concrete of the city formerly known as New York.

Homing missiles are the best weapons to launch down and around its

curving corridors. Find some before you find yourself derailed.

m
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64



FAILURE IS NOT AN OPTION
Here you'll find tips for getting through the toughest spots in Single-Player.

While all of these areas are difficult, we've ranked them with Shield icons.

One Shield shouldn't be impossible, but four Shields is almost always fatal.

RAMOAN «*
Ramoan is heavily armed with power-up lasers and

Scatter Missiles. It's possible to defeat him, but you'll

spend most of your time recovering weapons each time

* TOUGHER THAN TITANS

you're hammered by a Scatter fissile. The best strategy is

to locate and activate ttfe beacon ^Kat will get you out of /// /
this nasty mess and on to easier stages.

ACTIVATE THE BEACON

You'll find a pulsatii^ blrfe /

1

room dawn inside the lava

tubes. Knack out the overhead

guns befOTe you search for the

beacon. The beacon will auto-

matically activate when you

pick it up.

Most enemies can’t handle a single Titan,

but Ramoan’s shields can deflect three.

Your survival depends on finding and
activating the rescue beacon.

The Battlebase mission is a recon to locate the

Power Crystal, the power source of the

Babalas complex. The base's automated guns

and tanks are easy to take out, but the flying

mechanoids will hone in on your beacon the

moment you activate it.

UNLOCK THE POWER CHAMBER DOOR ACTIVATE THE BEACON

The door leading to the Power Crystal

will open after you destroy the tanks
and guns. Alternate between shooting

and ducking until the enemy forces are

completely eliminated.

This mission has been easy until now. The
moment you activate the beacon, a swarm of

flying robots will track you down and try to

destroy you. Collect all of the power-up items
in the Power Chamber and the rest of the

base before you touch the beacon. Retreat to

,

the base entrance to wait for pickup.

Once you activate the beacon, you’ll be

sixty seconds away from victory. Stay out

of sight so Ramoan can't finish you off.

•Tf?



EXOGtHO H

The room next to Exogenon's lair is filled

with computers. If you fly next to these

oversized mainframes, the bomb will

automatically deploy. Retreat up the tun-

nel to the starting point before the place

explodes.

Remember the Titan Missile you saw at the starting point? You can reach it by

activating the switch hidden in the alcove inside the room with six square holes
(i— m

obliterate Titan with one squeeze from your trigger.

—.THE HIDDEN DDDR SWITCH

You II find the bomb close to where you start your mission. After you destroy the

two tanks, fly across the hole in the floor and take a left at the end of the hallway. If

you've already destroyed the flying mechanoids at the start, you'll find an unguarded
room filled with power-ups and the bomb you'll need to complete your task. Even if you don t have the Titan, you can easily defeat

Exogenon by shooting at him while standing outside the

open door to his lair. His Suss-guns don't have the range

to hit you.

RESTART FROM POINT ACTIVATED

THE GETAWAY

If you drop down the hole, you II see a yA
message that the Restart Point is /W* S
reactivated. You're on the right

path—the door to Exogenon’s lair

is at the bottom.
,, ^



STABILIZERS * ^ * m
The ancient Tolchock Reactor is approaching meltdown, bilizer crystal one at a time to the core room. The auto-

and the only way to stop it is to place five stabilizer matic doors won't open until you've defeated most of the

crystals in the atomic core. You'll need to carry each sta- guards in the complex.

CRYSTAL FOUR

The door to the first crystal near the top of the reactor will open the
minute you clear out the guards in t he center of thebase'Start checking
doors at the top of the complex ufhen you see a message about a door
unlocking. f f / // /

You’ll find the fourth crystal behind a

large hexagonal door one floor above the

reactor level. Take out the bounty hunter
roaming the hallway to claim your prize.

crvstalfiveCRYSTAL TWO

The portal leading to the second crystal

opens when you drop the first crystal

into the reactor. Look for a switch that
releases the crystal insidetheiradioac-

tive chamber.

The fifth crystal is behind a tiny

door in the roof of the complex,

you won’t encounter any enemies
as you ride to the crystal, but

there will be plenty of mech-
anized monsters waiting to

ambush you as you make the final

trip back down to the reactor.
CRYSTAL THREE

BIB TRDUBLE IM H

After dropping off the

second, crystal, you'll find

an unlocked door at the

top of the reactor com-
plex. The third crystal is in

the middle of a winding,

radioactive hallway. Use
your turbo-boost to save
wear and tear on your

shields and armor, but

slam on the breaks when
you see the crystal.

If you’re looking for a challenge, don’t deliver the fifth crystal to thi

reactor. Fight your way through to the second floor above the react
and look around for the final door. Inside you’ll find a water-filled nr
and a massive robot. If you've sdved your Titan, this is the place to c



You'll have to fly all the way from

this timer to the heavy steel gate

on the other side of the level.

Conserve your weapon's energy

for the enemies waiting to ambush
you after you hit the timer.

TIMER THREE

You’ll have to hit the four I

1

/Wfev
, ’.vV LI

switches to open the

armored shell protecting the nerve center's central core. As you hit each

switch, a door will open and robotic sentries will rush into the chamber.

The easiest way to finish this mission is to eliminate the flying robots

before you target and destroy the core.

Hit the switch at the end of the green

corridor to open the door in the ceiling. If

you use your turbo, you’ll elude the robots

before they can get you in their sights.
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1998 GUIDE TO E3
If you can't go to the Electronic Entertainment Expo in person, let Nintendo Power take you there!

In the following pages, you'll see the hottest hits and hear the biggest video game news

in our exclusive coverage-even before the doors to E3 open!



T
he Legend of Zelda-Ocarina of Time will be the biggest

DRAW AT THIS YEAR'S E3, BUT THERE WILL BE PLENTY OF OTHER

PROMISING ADVENTURE AND ROLE-PLAYING GAMES ON DISPLAY

OR IN DEVELOPMENT. COME EXPLORE THE EXCITING NEW WORLDS

PLANNED FOR YOUR NINTENDO 64. /

ZELDA 64
There's little doubt that Nintendo's

The Legend of Zelda-Ocarina of

Time will be the hottest stop on the E3

floor, so the controllers probably

won't have a chance to cool off as

attendees line up to check out the

game's stunning graphics.

Nintendo's legendary EAD

team used motion capture

scenes to create seamless,

realistic animation, especially

in battle scenes. Zelda's stun-

ning graphics are especially

impressive when the game

switches to a first-person

perspective, placing a hook-

shot or a bow and arrow V
directly in the hands of the

player. This latest installment in Link's

Hyrulian adventures is Rumble Pak

compatible, so gamers will feel the full

impact of hand-to-hand combat and

use tactile feedback to solve puzzles.

NINTENDO POWER



TWELVE TALES: CONKER 64

THEMIND BEHIND
THE MASTERPIECE

SHICERU MIYAMOTO MAY BE BEST KNOWN AS THE CREATOR OF MARIO, BUT HE'S ALSO

THE MIND BEHIND NINTENDO'S HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL LEGEND OF ZELDA SERIES. RECENTLY,

Nintendo Power quizzed him about the game everyone considers to be the most antic-

ipated TITLE OF THE YEAR.

Q: We've heard that players will have to

collect gems and find something called

The Ocarina of Time. How do these items

relate to the game’s story

?

A: There are three gems in the game
called Spiritual Stones. Both the Spiritual

Stones and the Ocarina are keys that

open the door to a secret and sacred

place. Three of the races in Hyrule

consider their Spiritual Stone to be a

holy item. The Ocarina is the royal

family's most secret treasure. Gamers will

have to collect all three stones and the

Ocarina to reach the sacred place.

Q: We saw recent footage of Link in

combat. Does the camera have its own
Al during the battle or does the player

control it?

A: There is an automatic camera-some-
thing I call the Zelda Camera. When you
hold the Z Button during battle, a red

target will appear so you can pick your

opponent. The view remains on the

targeted enemy throughout the melee,

even if you move around the room. It's

both dynamic and realistic.

Q: Everything we’ve seen so far looks

expansive. Just how big is the game

?

How many dungeons, towns and
special areas are in the game?

A: As you have seen in the game's early

development, this world will be huge.

I won't tell you how many dungeons and
towns are in the game yet, but I'll admit

that there are six races in Hyrule and
each one has its own territory.

player story mode-no arguments

about who gets to play this game!

Two players can team up on a split-

screen display, one controlling

Conker and the other controlling

the owl.

But the icing on the cake has to be

the battle mode for up to four players,

where different characters get to fight

it out to the last.

Add to that the stunning surround

sound, intelligent enemy behavior

(with an unprecedented number of

enemies on screen), and changing

game time-which affects play in a

Twelve Tales: Conker 64 has come

on in leaps and bounds since it

was shown at E3 '97. So much con-

tent has been added that it's hard to

know where to start: for instance,

there are four different ways to play

the game.

The single-player game presents

three challenges depending on

whether you chose to control Conker

(action-based, with the squirrel

attacking enemies directly) or Berri

(strategy-based, nurturing a

monster companion and

using it to confront

I* enemies). Players

J A- ^ can also take con-

trol of Conker's

owl companion,

turning the game into

a shoot-'em-up.

Then there's

number of ways, like bringing on

challenging foes with the onset of

night—and you've got enough fea-

tures to keep you engrossed for a long

time. The game even features real

time character emotions, which are

evolving all the time to provide

Conker and friends with a wide range

of reactions to their environment.

Watch out for Twelve Tales-there's a

lot more to it than meets the eye!
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SILICON VALLEY
B

MG Entertainment is putting the

final touches on Space Station

Silicon Valley, and attendees with have

a chance to play it at E3. As the story

goes, one thousand years ago Space

Station Silicon Valley mysteriously

vanished. The station had been a

gigantic laboratory for testing

Nanobots, a volatile robot prototype.

Now the Nanobots control the space

V

station and they're determined to

get revenge on their creators'

.
descendants. As a player, you

I assume the role of Dan Danger's

f
— robotic sidekick, EVO, who

\ V uses a special mobile chip to

activate and animate defeated

robots. Like a parasite, you'll

have to leap from Nanobot to

Nanobot, taking over and using

their bodies to solve puzzles and

restore order in the 30 environmental

chambers inside the space station.

QUEST 64
The mystical Eltale Book has been

stolen from the Montrode

Monastery, and Celtland needs a hero

to retrieve the sacred tome before

the kingdom falls into ruin. The earli-

est versions of THQ's Quest 64 first

appeared at the Shoshinkai show in

Japan over two years ago, and

it's been in

development

ever since at

Imagineer.

The finished

production

version will

be available to play at E3. Quest 64

combines classic, level-building

elements with a large, 3-D world pop-

ulated with towns, castles and tall-

masted sailing ships. There

dreds of characters in the game, and

most have valuable clues leading to

the location of the Eltale Book.

Gamers who measure the value of

RPG by how long they play it

be disappointed.

'



HYBRID HEAVEN

TONIC TROUBLE

A sk role-playing gamers to

describe their favorite gamesFm describe their favorite games

and you'll hear about swordplay or

magic in medieval or fantasy

settings. Ask EarthBound fans to

describe their game, and you'll listen

to strange tales about flying saucers

insuburbia and pitched battles with

New Age Retro Hippies and Worthless

Protoplasms. While still in develop-

ment, Nintendo's EarthBound 64

promises to deliver more of the same

quirky characters and weird situa-

tions. The completed areas in the

game are delightfully rendered,

and the interiors of the buildings

are rich in detail. The shops,

caves and cabins feature dramat-

ic lighting from glowing candles

and warm fireplaces. And

the game's funky, animated

critters will leave you dazed,

amazed and amused.

SHADOWGATE
Kemco has reassembled the original team that

designed the highly successful Shadowgate to
*

create Shadowgate 64: The Trials of the Four Towers.

Evil plans are afoot to resurrect the Warlock

Lord, and it's up to Halfling Del to explore

Castle Shadowgate's ruins and thwart the

scheme. Shadowgate 64 promises challenging

puzzles, menacing enemies and

y traps, while capturing the \

flavor and spirit of the original

mega-hit. Kemco promises

hours of exploration and

problem-solving game play,

all from a panoramic,

3-D, camera-adjustable

I perspective.

BANJO-KAZOOIE

BODY HARVEST

CAESARS PALACE

EARTHBOUND 64

HYBRID HEAVEN

SUPER MARIO RPC 2

SHADOWGATE 64

SPACE STATION SILICON
VALLEY

THE LEGEND OF
ZELDA-OCARINA OF TIME

TWELVE TALES:
CONKER 64

EARTHBOUND 64





L
ast year, Turok proved to be a

mammoth success for the 3-D

shooting genre. This year Acclaim is

bringing Turok back for another sea-

son of dinosaur hunting in a new

eight-world adventure that promises

to be more ominous and dangerous

than before. Enemies will have

heightened and specialized sets of

artificial intelligence that will more

often turn Turok into the hunted than

the hunter. And if 40-plus varieties

of enemy weren't unpredictable

enough, players will be able to play

out two multiplayer scenarios, so

they can prey upon
|

one another in a
,’f .

'

four-player hunt or f/

team up three- /

against-one in a

game of tag. In a

sequel that has

evolved eras beyond ^
its predecessor, Turok

2: Seeds of Evil guarantees

that dinosaur hunting won't be

extinct for a long time.

Big Bang Entertainment may strike

gold with its N64 update of Lode

Runner, the classic computer game of

puzzles and pillaging. The series has

endured as long as Mario, and like

Mario, Lode will move to the N64

and be revamped in 3-D. Players will

still puzzle over how to extract gold

from multilevel platforms without

trapping themselves or toiling with

enemy monks, but gold diggers will

now find foes and fortune in every

direction. At least 20 rotatable areas

will fill each of the game's five

worlds, and if you find

enough gold, you may /
be able to unlock a

\
,

level's hidden exit.

Further feeding the

gold-feverish action

will be the addition of

drills, shuttle craft

and a veritable gold

mine of other interac- •—

tive items.
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MISSION: II OSSIBLE
I

nspired by the cloak-and- /*

dagger movie, Mission:

Impossible will submerge

players in five covert mis-

sions spanning 20 cosmopoli-

tan levels. As IMF Agent

Ethan Hunt, players will p-
sneak through the CIA, clash

in London, and infiltrate the

embassy in Russia. While the

bullets fly, Ethan will have to watch

his back as well as the backs of his

IMF teammates, who will I

each prove crucial to a sue- I
j

!

cessful mission. While the l

game will inevitably draw

comparisons to GoldenEye

007, Ml will differ by displaying a

third-person perspective, emphasiz-

ing camaraderie, and enabling play-

ers to jump over obstacles. And with

the added bonus of being able to

disguise characters with the IMF's

trademark masks, could anyone

disavow Ml? Impossible.

BUCK BUMBLE
Though Argonaut Software devel-

oped the original Star Fox, its

high-flying shoot-'em-up for Ubi Soft

will star bugs instead of woodland

creatures. In Buck Bumble, players

will pilot Buck, a bionic bee who
must fly through 22 missions to exter-

minate the mutant swarm that has

infested his world. Armed with light-

ning bolts and ten other weapons,

Buck will buzz through gardens and

woods until he reaches the insectoids'

alien hive. As in Star Fox 64's All-

Range Mode, hotshot fliers will have

complete freedom of movement. But

what may really make this game soar

is its split-screen, two-player mode

that may incorporate racing, shoot-

outs or even aerial soccer.

00000012



§ SURVIVOR
rom Konami comes Survivor, a dark and brooding JjA

thriller about an alien race that has engineered /Jm
a self-contained universe aboard its

massive spaceship. The aliens have 1
• Jr

.OB genetically enhanced the ship's

et® inhabitants, including a

human couple. When
3££^ ; - \ the ship crashes

yC into the sea, the male attempts to escape, but

\ not without his partner. Combing the space

1 station's four ecosystems, he'll fend off his

~ a* \ captors and other enhanced creatures to

L i,V Jl MU reach the woman in the hopes that both

’l can escape the sinking ship. ..and survive.

BIOFREAKS

it's downright twisted.

BIOFREAKS

BUCK BUMBLE

CHOPPER ATTACK

* DEADLY ARTS

EARTHWORM JIM 3-D

* FLYING DRAGONS

* FORSAKEN 64

* LODE RUNNER 64

MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE

NIGHTMARE CREATURES

ROBOTECH

SHADOW MAN
SPACE CIRCUS

SUPERMAN

SURVIVOR

SPACE CIRCUS
Thanks to Infogrames, the circus

will be coming to town, and it'll

be bringing 50,000 polygons to your

TV screen all at once. Space Circus,

developed for Ocean, touts a unique

engine that will allow the screwball

game to stuff a universe of freaks

under its big top. The star of the show

is Starshort, a juggler in

the intergalactic circus

who'll venture through

3-D environments to

meet over 300 strange

and cartoony characters.

While juggling puzzling

tasks and challenges,

players who explore the

seven bizarre worlds will

find that the game play

c
[["" i .s r



L
ongtime fans will remember the

popular True Golf Classics series

for the Super NES, and with golf

being the latest cool thing (thanks,

Tiger!), it's the perfect time to head

back to the links. And what f
could be cooler than golf?

Golf in paradise, that's what!

In Waialae Country Club,

spectacular views of the

Hawaiian coastline will be

combined with the terrific
1

challenges of an 18-hole,

pro-tour course. Rookies will

be able to take up to a 36-

shot handicap, and tour vet-

erans will have the option of

longer tees. A complete

selection of clubs and other

options will make even the average

duffer feel like a touring pro.

§§

GEy,/-

by Waialae Countiy Club © 1998 T*E SOFT, Inc Licensed lo Nintendo
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I
n a brilliant end run play, EA Sports

just announced Madden '99 for a

surprise summer or fall release! EA

Sports is determined to reestablish its

Madden series as the #1 video foot-

ball franchise. Not only has it tack-

led the NFL license, EA is creating all-

new, hi-res graphics for the game. Hi-

res graphics, real NFL teams and the

legendary Madden play selection and

game control? Sounds like a touch-

down, baby!

NBA JAM 99
N BA JAM has always been strictly arcade-style, with

dunks and flaming basketballs. ..until now. According to

sources at Acclaim, NBA Jam '99 will have both a 2-on-2

mode plus a 5-on-5 sim mode! Development is already um
at Iguana West, and word has

it that Stephon Marbury of

the Minnesota Timberwolves

spent several days there

for motion capture.

HIT LIST

* INTERNATIONAL
SUPERSTAR SOCCER 98

* NBA JAM '99

* NFL BLITZ

a NFL QB CLUB '99

a MLB FEATURING KEN
GRIFFEY JR.

A MADDEN NFL '99



R
acing games are all the rage, and it looks as if the

TREND KEEPS PICKING UP SPEED. THE N64 HAS TURNED OUT
TO BE THE PERFECT PLATFORM FOR INCREDIBLE SPEED

COMBINED WITH REALISTIC GRAPHICS. THE RESULTING

INTENSE EXPERIENCE TAKES THE CHECKERED FLAG IN THE ,

RACE BETWEEN VIDEO GAME SYSTEMS.

N intendo's premier sci-fi racing

game will zoom onto the N64
scene in just a few months. The same

elements that made the original

F-Zero a huge favorite have been

packed into this high-tech, 96-

megabit, 64-bit sequel by Shigeru

Miyamoto. You'll find zipper arrows,

super boosts and a wide variety of

track types and surfaces, just like in

.

the original F-Zero. But this version!

blisters along at a rate of 60 frames

per second, and the tracks include

wild, roller-coaster elements like

loops, jumps and rolls that can make

your head spin. And best of all, it

includes multiplayer racing for up to

four players-a feature that the origi-

nal F-Zero lacked.



EXTREME-G 2

weapons systems, and entirely reprogrammed code that makes use

of the N64's unique capabilities. The team at Psygnosis says that

Wipeout 64 will be faster than any of the Playstation games.

Wipeout 64, which will be released by the end of

~ the year, also boasts six circuits, six

' ^ futuristic anti-

grav vehicles,

B

.

l
all new pit stop

/
fea *ure a°d many

K3? / ii „ items for upgrad-

I 'n8 y°ur vehicle.

^Dnitfcll ft/fr i / And like the previ-

a U

I

ous Wipeouts, it

' ^ 'BB
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TOP GEAR OVERDRIVE
Kemco s newest N64 racer may be

iust 30% comDlete. but it already% just 30% complete, but it already

has a lot going for it. Players will have

interactive elements like zippers and

nitro to help boost them along. They’ll

also be able to hit objects such as oil

drums, leaving dangerous slicks

across the road. Tracks will cover a

wide variety of topography, including

the Grand Canyon, and drivers will

have to keep their eyes peeled for hidden routes. They should also look

for loose cash, since they’ll be

ab e to upgrade their vehicles

or even buy new cars between

races. The vehicles will be

based on familiar favorites like

the new VW Beetle and the

Grand Cherokee. If Kemco’s

track record is anything to go

by, Top Gear Overdrive should

be another smash hit.

CRUIS N WORLD
EXTREME-G 2

F ZERO X

LEGO RACER

LOONEY TUNES RACING

TOP GEAR OVERDRIVE

OFFROAD CHALLENGE

WIPEOUT 64

WORLD GRAND PRIX

WIPEOUT 64
This 64-bit version of Wipeout from Psygnosis piles on the new

features, such as four-Dlaver races and tournaments, new
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W hile you'll have to search hard

for some Pokemon, Pikachu

will be hiding in plain sight. The mon-

ster with the sparkling personality

will be making the leap to its own

handheld game this fall. Not a Game
Boy game, Pokemon Pikachu will be

its own mini-game that will

Pikachu will be much more "active"

than past cyber companions, and

you'll be able to watch it perform

many different tasks as you direct it

through its daily routine. In turn,

Pikachu will encourage you to be

active as well. The Pokemon Pikachu

unit will be sensitive to

certain kinds of

movement, like

walking. In fact, if

you look at the

LCD screen while

you're walking,

you'll see Pikachu

walking right

along with you!

As you exercise,

Pokemon Pikachu

will register the movement and count

up energy points on a built-in

You'll be able to give these energy

points to Pikachu as a gift, to help it

stay healthy and to build up its

friendship with you.

GAME BOY
COLOR
Came Boy Color is now several steps closer to becom-

ing a reality. As you can see from the latest design

artwork. Game Boy Color will look similar to Game Boy

Pocket and, in fact, will be about the same size and weight.

This drawing shows the unit with a matte finish, but the

production model will have an outer shell made from trans-

parent purple plastic. Game Boy Color will have three display

modes, including a 10-color (the same as Super Game Boy), a

32-color and a 56-color

mode. It will operate on two

AAA batteries, which will

provide about ten hours of

continuous play on average.

What's even better. Game
Boy Color will be compati-

ble with the Game Boy

Pocket AC adaptor for non-

stop fun!

UPCOMING COLOK
There are already several games announced for Game Boy Color, including an

intriguing blast from the past. To our surprise and delight, Deja Vu II has been

resurrected from the Vault of Lost NES Sequels. We loved the original Deja

Vu, and we can't wait to dive into Ace Harding's second mystery adventure!

DEJA VU II: ACE HARDING

NBA JAM '99

* TOP GEAR POCKET

TUROK 2



Five camera positions give drivers viewpoints from the
front wing to a distant trailing position. Frame rates and
clarity are great on all the cameras.

The two-player option gives

two upcoming international

driving stars a chance to

shine in direct competition.

The vertical split screen

windows give each driver an

excellent view.

It's hard to believe how beautiful it all looks, thanks to the
development team at Paradigm Entertainment: the road,

the city background, the palm trees, the cars. Even the
dash layout is easy to read with a hi-tech, LCD interface.

GRAND PR
Join Nintendo Power as we preview the rookie season of
an international race driver in Video System’s WorldGrand Prix. Life in the video game fast lane has neverseemed so real.

iSfitKftFP
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'he Argentine Grand Prix

Communicating with the pit crew

turned out to be one of the most

important parts of this race. My pit

chief told me by how many sec-

onds I was trailing the leaders, and

how far back other cars were fol-

lowing me. He also kept track of

my lap speeds, so I knew when I

pushed me and my
machine to the limits. Over

the past few races I'd learned to customize

my car for each course. For this winding

track, I set my front cannards and rear

wing to 30° to increase the down force. I

would lose some speed on the straights,

but I'd be able to take the corners as if I

were on rails. Choosing the right tires, sus-

pension and even the right amount of fuel

could mean the difference between first

place points or no points at all.

had turned

little details that make the racing
[19

experience so intense.

The pit chief also tells you about what's happening

on the track, such as other drivers dropping out.

After the race, the replay

option lets you review a

complete lap from dramatic

camera angles.

” the beautiful c ity of Exhibition races Tielp hone my"~dn-

ving skills, and I can race all around

the world in spite of the Grand Prix

schedule, and in all conditions. I can

also challenge other top drivers,

choosing an offensive or defensive

scenario. In fact, I can even attempt

to set time trial records on any Grand

Prix course.

^M Monte Carlo opens its

w streets to the whining

engines of our cars for one of the most

J3 intense racing days of the year. I had been

|j
warned about the sharp corners of this

H tight track, but I still wasn't prepared for

<§j
them. I spent a long time on warm-up laps

H before the big event, and that paid off in

p the long run.
—

-

| MORE ON THE FLOOR
S| I used to think that the only ;

» thing that mattered was ;^i . 'V
$ the big race-the Grand

p Prix. Now I know better.

A ghost car races along with you during Time Trial mode.

The ghost represents your fastest lap on the track.

The Challenge mode gives you

the chance to square off

against the best drivers in his-

torically accurate situations.

The Grand Prix mode includes 17 races around the world.

You can save all your achievements on a Controller Pak.

MONTE CARLO MONACO GRAND PRIX

1 i37.3 Ml *

Mi
1

Signs along the course let

you know what sort of

1

turns are coming up.



f'Someti rnes ! feet i nti miclat-

e cl by the other drivers.

^^PP^H'hey've been racing for years,

setting course records and tallying up

Constructor Points. On some tracks, like

this one in Great Britain, the cars have left

a trail showing the fastest line through

each turn. But the hardest part is learning

to jockey for position and knowing when

to pass and when to stay back. Strategy is

the key.

CRASH & BURN
Although the course at Silverstone isn't the

toughest track on the circuit, Panis crashed

Tires from barrier walls remain where they fall after cars

crash or spin out of control.

The Al keeps the level of competition

high, but drivers do make mistakes,

plus they can crash or have mechanical

problems.
How good are the other drivers? You can check course

stats and see the '97 winners plus the fastest lap time.

^ J fit may be in

North America,
\

^^BP^but the Canadian 1 Vi
Grand Prix in Montreal

seemed just as international as K .

circuit.

Unfortunately for those of us

out on the course, the rain

started falling on lap 22 and it m
didn't let up. I spun out near

the back grandstand and lost some ground

When I got back on the road, I kept glanc-

ing at my mirror where I could see the

ghostly images of other cars following in

a cloud of spray.

QUICK CHANGE ARTISTS
When the rain began to pelt down, I

knew that I would have to change my
slicks for rain tires or risk a serious crash

I pulled off into the pit area and instruct-

ed the crew to change the tires anti add

half a tank of fuel. They were real pros,

finishing off both jobs in just a few sec-

onds, and then I was back on the track.

race in

Drivers can turn the Crash on or off.

When Crash is active, the game keeps

track of your car's cumulative damage,
which affects the race.

The pit options include fueling up, chang-

ing tires, adjusting wings, and making
repairs to any of your car's main systems.

MONTREAL CANADIAN GRAND PRIX

on the seventh lap, at the sharp
i n—i

—

r ma—

?

1 know how he felt. When 1

smashed into the barrier in

Monaco, 1 saw the reminder of my
mistake on every subsequent lap

in the strewn tires along the track. PL
having a bad day in the rain, 1

managed to grab my first victory.

These guys aren't invincible.



L J JFTn my final rate of the sea-

son I found myself in the
w

land of the rising sun, facing

the toughest field in racing on one of the

most demanding courses. By now, I had

learned enough to use both the simulation

and expert driving options, putting myself

in control of acceleration, braking, shifting

and everything else. I was in control of my
own destiny.

RUMBLE ROUND THE CLOCK
Suzuka includes just about every type of

road imaginable, and you can feel the

pavement rumbling beneath you as you

grip the wheel. I had qualified high in the

field ana started in

fourth position. By

the middle of the

race it was just last

year's champion, fl

Shumacher, and fl

me in the lead. We fl

dueled back and B
forlh. lap afli'i lap. fl

and on the final B
lap I slipped past Q
him on the pit turn

and cruised to victory.

The expert driving

mode puts you in

command of all dri-

ving functions, but

the feel is still

arcade-like. You can

customize the

setup, as well.

Simulation mode is the most
realistic of them all. The

physics model of the sim car

also makes it the most chal-

lenging to control.

World Grand Prix may have a

new name before ii is released, MB

;

but the game itself is an impres-

sive reality. The development ^^B
team at Paradigm Entertainment r’ .j

excels at recreating virtually real

exponent os. and that is ex.Ulh

what WGP delivers. Ihegraplms

are so realistic that rain blows H
toward thi u mdshield i sorry, the H
TV screen) and mud flies off the ImBH
tires when you spin out on the

infield grass. The Challenge

mode is another great way to race, and it

adds to the replay value. But most impor-

tant to race fans, this game has an excel-

lent two-player option with perhaps the

best split window perspective ever. It's

going to be hard to wait until the game

arrives, but luckily that vyait shouldn't be

long. By the end of this summer, you could

be living your dream, as well.
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HOUI DO I GET ItlTD THE RflinBDUf PALACE?

Y
ou'll need to have 1 00 Gold Cards

and defeat Altair a second time to

open the Rainbow Palace gates.

Altair knows your plans and he's been

training for his rematch. The first time

you defeated him with eight hits, but

now you'll have to blast him eleven

times. To bend the odds in your favor,

keep moving and kicking bombs at him

to stun him. Once he's stunned, lay a

bunch of bombs around him to prevent

him from escaping damage.

b|*
aVKfS

The gates of Rainbow Palace will remain

shut until you collect 100 Gold Cards and
defeat the sinister Altair a second time.

The easiest way to defeat Altair is to kick

bombs into him to stun him. Lay a circle of

bombs around him when he's stunned.

5U I

Horn do Feet all fiue gold cards FRomWiRTHRn?
||

I

f you want to be a five-card bomber-

man, you'd better make sure you

sink this putrid purple fish before

your 25,000 target time points dwindle

away. Dodge his periscope as best you

can, but remain on the far right or the

far left log of the raft throughout the bat-

tle. You'll earn a Gold Card if you stay

on one log throughout the fight. If you

lob a bomb into Leviathan's gaping

mouth, you'll earn another card. Now
use your pumped-up bombs to blast his

a
periscope and his tail. If you destroy the

tail and periscope within the target time,

you'll earn all five cards. Don't pause

your game and exit the stage or you'll

lose your cards-wait for the monster to

sink and the stage to end automatically.

You'll earn a Gold Card if you fight the

entire battle standing on one log.

^ NINTENDO POWER

Throw a bomb in Leviathan's mouth, then use
pumped-up bombs to blast his tail and periscope.

To earn your fifth card, finish the fight before all

25,000 target time points run off the clock.



Y
ou'll have to devour all the fish and

collect the eighteen coins to find the

four melons hidden inside the

Snorkel Snake's chamber in Lots o'

Jellyfish. Snorkel Snake's nose won't hurt

you, but the points on his spiked body will

sting if you bump into them. Wait patient-

ly as Snorkel twists and encircles you, then

make a break for it by swimming between

his nose and tail. Keep moving and try to

nab the rest of the fish and the coins before

he curls around you again.

Wait for Snorkel to circle around you, then

swim between his nose and tail to get away.

Four melons will appear at the center of the lair

after you collect all of the coins and fish here.

HJHRT’S THE THICK TD [flRRVMG THE H1ELDH CRATES?

H
good sense of balance is vital for

winning Yoshi's crate stacking

games. The rule to remember is

that every time you move in one direc-

tion, your precious cargo will shift the

opposite way. The trick to running or

jumping with a crate stack is to tilt it in

the direction you want to go before

you jump or run. The more you tilt the

boxes, the faster you'll have to run,

but you'll lose your cargo if you tilt the

crates 45 to 50 degrees.

Your stack of crates will shift in the opposite

direction you're running, forcing you to retreat.

The more you tilt your crates, the faster you'll

have to run to keep the boxes from toppling.

Never tilt your stack more than 45 or 50

degrees or Yoshi will lose his precious cargo.

H0I11 DO I GET PR5T THE CRUSHIRE PISTDRS IH H1ECHR CH5TLE?]j 7

C
learing Mecha Castle's painful pis-

tons is one of the most difficult

tasks in all the pages of Yoshi's

Story. Almost everyone loses a Yoshi or

two as the rows of huge cylinders crash

together. If you're patient enough to

watch and wait, you'll see pounding

pattern in the pistons. You can also hear

the rhythm if you turn up your televi-

sion. Wait until all the pistons slam

togetneMr^jnison, then quickly jump

between the cylinders as they pull

apart. You'll be able to pass through the

pistons before they can continue their

loud and lethal slam dance.

You'll instantly lose a Yoshi life if you're caught

between Mecha Castle's pounding pistons.

Wait near the pistons and watch until all

of them slam together in unison.

As the pistons slowly begin to pull apart,

jump through the gap and fly to safety.

VOLUME 109 ©



'JAItlES BOffD 007

HOUJ DO I DEFEAT ODD JDB III THE SECRET BASE?

O
dd Job automatically defeats you the

first time you meet him, but the odds

are a little better than even when he

tips his bowler at you inside the Secret Base.

Activate your shield and use it to block the

hats Odd Job throws at you. As the hats hit

the shield, they'll bounce back and spin

into Odd Job. He'll flash whenever he's get-

ting bowled over by his own bowlers. The

big guy will surrender when you hit him

twelve times. Use a Med Kit to replenish

your life if you start running low.

a i

J

aws, a metal-mouthed monument to

orthodontia, is waiting to put the bite

on you inside the Russian Base near

the end of the game. Keep your dis-

Your shield will deflect Odd Job's hat attacks.

Position it so the hats rebound back into him.

tance and walk on the plates at the bottom

of the room. Each time you step on the

plates, a magnet will drop down from the

ceiling. Lure Jaws beneath the magnet to

If you lure Jaws beneath the magnet, his metal

mouth will keep him trapped and unable to move.

Your shield will protect you from most bowler
attacks, but Med Kits are the best backup.

a
trap him, then punch or shoot him until he

flashes. You'll have to lure Jaws back to the

magnet if he breaks free. Shut him up per-

manently with nine hits.

Use your gun or punch Jaws until he breaks

free. He'll flash whenever he's taking damage.

JflUIS KEEPS PUTTI11G THE BITE OH ItlE!

0) IHHY HIOITT THE THIEF GIUE HIE THE GOLD HHIC?
]| 0

T
he village in Kurdistan can be a

quagmire of trouble and confusion.

Search the houses in the southeast

corner of the town to find the machete.

Once you have the sharp blade, trim the

This "good day" stuff will leave you shaken,

stirred and perplexed. Talk to everyone in town.

bushes around the buildings. As you cut

down the undergrowth, you'll find more
buildings and a hut with an animal pen. If

you talk to the man inside the hut, you'll

get an important clue about the Gold

Find this man to get your clue. Now when you
go back to the thief, he’ll give you the ring.

Ring. If you don't receive this clue, the

thief who has the ring will keep saying

"good day." Once you have the clue, go
back to the house on the far left side of the

village, talk to the thief and get the ring.

K ft ft /

-

3 Ss
otj m

Ill 111

No more niceties. When the thief gives you
the ring, take it and get out of there.

NINTENDO POWER



FinflL F fl n Tfl B V LEGEnD

SU-2AKU KEEPS BUGGIRG DIE Dll THE STREET III THE LL1DRLD DF RUItl!

T
his oversized eagle seems impossible

to defeat, but there is one item that

can keep him from pounding the bro-

ken pavement. Buy the Saw in the World of

Ruin weapon shop for 4,000 Gold then

load up on Strength and Agility potions.

Max out your character's Strength and

Agility to 99 before hitting the streets. Use

the Saw the next time you run into Su-Zaku

to cut him down. If you buy more Saws,

you can use them on all of the final enemies

in the game!

You have to run from Su-Zaku until you buy the

Saw and max out your Strength and Agility.

The Saw will break after you use it, but it

cuts up any enemy with a huge thrust!

HIHERE IS THE IIIUISIBLE BUILDUIG?

Y
ou'll find the directions to Akiba, the

invisible building, after you visit the

library in the World of Ruin. If you go

back to the Tower you'll see a solitary white

building directly above it. This building is

the library. Inside you'll find a document

with the directions to Akiba-something

about 1 4 blocks east and 1 5 blocks north.

The starting point of this journey is one

space to the right of the subway entrance. If

you count off 14 blocks to the right and

then count off 15 spaces up, you'll end up

inside the Invisible Building. Here you'll

find the ROM, one of the components for

Erase 99, the strongest spell in the game.

n uoj lull

inn m im mn BIS

SB Sno BIS

To the eAst and 15
blocks to the

I

The library has the clue about Akiba. Look
for the library directly above the tower.

ki

&
it

il

lliliil! ^
V
Start counting off the blocks to Akiba one

space to the right of the subway entrance.

Search around Akiba until you find the ROM, a

component for the powerful Erase 99 spell.

In the HSR Call:
1-900-288-0707
($1.50 per minute. Callers under 18

need parental permission to call.)

Q&A FAST FACTS In Canada Call:
1-900-951-9500
($2.00 per minute. Callers under 18

need parental permission to call.)

Or write to: Counselors' Corner

P.0. Box 97033, Redmond, WA 98073-9733

DOIIKEY K0I1G DOUHTRY 3:

DIKIE KDnG’S DOUBLE TROUBLE

Q : Can 1 put down a barrel without it roiling

away?

fl: Yes. Hold Down on the Control Pad and

release the X Button.

Q: How many endings are there?

fl : Just two. You get a different ending if you

score 105%.

IIICID ns. MD: UIORLD TOUR IIIRRID LR11B 2

Q: How do 1 do a counterattack?

fl : Press the A and R Buttons simultaneously

as your opponent attempts to attack.

Q : If 1 have the Spirit Meter display off, how
can 1 tell when it is maxed out?

fl : Wait for your wrestler to flex his muscles.

Q: Can 1 bring weapons from the crowd into

the ring?

A: Noway, sicko.

Q : How do 1 break the blocks with the picture

of the enemy on them?

fl : Stun an enemy by jumping on it, then pick it

up and throw it at the block.

Q : What do the numbers mean when
1
pause

my game?

fl : The number on the left is the total coins col-

lected in the story. The other number is your

coin total for the game.
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attained on any system, it'll leave 1

you wondering why some players!

seem content to drive endless laps!

around an oval raceway. Its sense of1
speed is simply superb, and if you're 1

using a Rumble Pak, you'll feel every I

bump and pothole on the course. !

And you're not likely to find another!

racing game that includes wandering I

wild critters that can come between!

you and a first-place finish. I

: It made your heart skip a beat when

you played it in the arcade. The

Super NES version had you begging

your parents for a monster truck for

.your birthday. Now you'll be wiping

tsweat from your brow and picking

'bugs from your teeth when you play

i Midway's Offroad Challenge on the

LN64! With Its eight radically

modified vehicles, six long and

[treacherous roadways, and some of

tthe fastest speeds you've ever

on of Offroad Challenge crams the power of

arcade into an N64 Pair, and the result is an action-paclred racer

: scoffs at asphalt and leaves the competition eating dust.

RACEWAYS hiil hih WIMPS*



OFFROAD CHALLENGE

You'll find four rough and rowdy offroad vehicles when you first C Buttons at once! When you've selected your rig, you should §
experienced

With its great acceleration and good
speed, the Toyota Trophy Truck may
look like a sure winner, but don't for-

jellhat it's fairly hindered by its .

lack of weight. Professional racer

Ivan Stewart may have taken a lot

of races with this vehicle, but you'll i

definitely need to shell out for some
much better shocks and tires if you '

want to sit on top of the circuit.

We'd really love to be proven wrong/*!
but based on our test drives, we

1

think the Toyota 4X4 Monster is a ^
handling headache. With a lot of

work (mostly to its shocks and tires) jj

it could have a shot at being a serious
"

competitor, but until then you'll prob-

ably get stuck in swerve city. Any
driver who can handle this truck

deserves a trophy!

Where this Class 8 Mini-Metal really*

shines is straight off the start line,

when it often takes the early lead.

Unfortunately, it also really lags

behind a lot of the other rides in

terms of its handling. But with small

improvements to the tires, followed

by a few upgrades to its shock

absorbers, this truck could easily

become a contender.

Just because it handles well and

stays close to the road after jumps,

don't expect this big truck to take

first every time. Still, if you can col-

lect a lot of the Cash Boxes that

are littered around the roadways,

you may be able to purchase enough
acceleration (not to mention new
tires) to give this plodding chal-

j
lenger a fighting chance.

For those who like Monster Truck 1

rallies, there can be no better pick i

than the Crusher. Whatever it lacks
1

!

in handling (and that’s a lot!) it more i

than makes up for in pure driving fun.

Why's it such a blast? Because
j

nothing (save for a concrete barrier);

can stand in its way! To see its brute

force in full effect, use a Nitro at the

very start of a race.
_

I

nil---
HArHJUtKil
y/EI'Jrir J

The Punisher is definitely the dark

horse on the long road to victory.

This military-type UV has no prob-

lem handling big jumps and tight

turns, but you'll need to put some
serious dough down to increase its

rawer*
HAjiOUi'lit takes on jumps like it’s being tossed

around by a tornado! Because of its

challenging control and its tendency :

to get slowed down by run-ins with

the larger trucks, we’re recommend-]
ing this vehicle for only experienced 1

racers. Try upgrading shocks and j

tires to better its pinball-like

POWER-UPS

enter the garage. If those cool rides don't spin your wheels, you

can access another four by simply pressing all of the

probably pick the automatic optiorr

enough to move on to the trickier,jj

TOYOTA TROPHY TRUCK

THUNDER BOLT

speed. Still, the Punisher has a gr

chance of becoming your favorite

You II find power-ups on or near

the roadways in every race. You Nitros give your racer Super Nitros have twice The big Cash Boxes con- For a short while. Crash

nab them by running them over, a sudt' en burst of speed, as much power as the

, . ,. .
Save them up for that normal ones. They're

but, depending on your status, all-important rush to the hard to find but worth

tain 40,000 smackeroos! Helmets keep your vehi-

You can use the loot to cle from slowing down
buy better parts for your excessively when it hits

they may not help you win. finish



You'll run into some huge ruts whijf

racing along this sectjeffPw dirt road

Look for the fir^rutjto be

pr~ iiluj {=n with/a seconc

Baja's bumpy

beach, try

Is the steep WHP
RheVronstruction zb

pts, obstacles. ^and-

kciv

the construction area, watch closely for

the next big ramp on the right side of the

roadway. If you can manage to keep con-

trol while swerving onto the ramp, you

Although the "High

Voltage" signs, power
f

poles, and numerous
explosives may scare some racers away from

driving on the left side of this road, it's really

the easiest way to collect this course's only

Super Nitro.

Near the end of the race, use one of your

Nitros to quickly climb the long and

eroded incline on the right side of the

road. If you can stay on the path, you'll

nab two more Nitros, which should pro-

-<
.

/ vide a big

enousb boost

/ / * % past your oppo-

y *
nents and into

When you're in the ghost

town, look for a carriage that's rolling from
right to left across the screen. You can either

swerve around it or let it pass, but be sure to

grab the Super Nitro that's just behind it on

the left side of the road.

the tram and

swerve around

-r the resulting

('/" catastrophe, or

-££2 rush up the

nd try to leap the gap

UPGRADES
FRaas"

You can buy upgrades if you've collect-

ed Cash Boxes, or if you finish in one of

the top three slots on a circuit track.

Remember that you can save your cash

for expensive parts.

H -

Acceleration is the

second-most expensive
purchase, and in many <

ways, its much more mam.
important than speed.

Good acceleration beats a higher top-end

speed, especially for beginners.

If your racer has poor

handling or a low weight,

upgrading your shocks
should be a top priority.

New shocks will help

keep your vehicle from bouncing off bumps,
which looks really cool but slows you down.

(Te) NINTENDO POWER



OFFROAD CHALLENGE

Much of this

course consists of

winding and slip-

(like the Buggy) are

t going to be in for a roller-coasteTndel

Just beyond the second tunnel, the

course continues downward with a

bunch of small, snowy jumps on the

right side of the road. While it may be

terrific fun to fly off these bumps at top

speeu, you n

ning if you

your vehicle in

the left lane.

Once you're on the dirt

road near the start of the

soon fall,

and all the

debris will

end up in

the left lane.

you would if

you took the

higher road on

the right.

There's a Super Nitro positioned between two

center columnsjust beyond the second set of

mine carts. While in theory it's reachable from

either side of the roadway, you really can't see it

unless you're over on the left

Beware the pairs of potholes scattered all

over this course! The first one will always

be on the right, while the second will

yriTj UTM alwaYs be on

left-

Anytime you

approach a body :

of water, look to

see if there's a

ramp nearby that

can help rocket

If there is, do what-

a perfect run off the

Buying extra Nitros is

hard to justify. Besides
being very expensive,

they last for only one ra

VOLUME 109

Upgrade the speed of

slow vehicles.

Otherwise, put your

_____ ... hard-earned cash else

Still, they can be useful on where, like in spiffier

courses with long straightaways near the fin- shocks and better acceleration. A lead foot

ish line, like Las Vegas. won't be of much use on trickier tracks.

Since staying on the

road is the real key to

winning a race, tires

are the best upgrade
that money can buy.

They're very reasonably priced, and any

racer will benefit from having a new set

of wheels.

When you see the flying saucer being

shot down, stay on the right side of the

road. A

After entering the abandoned mines,

avoid the center beams and stick to the

low road on the left. You may run into a

few more obstacles on this path, but

you're likely to find more bonuses on

the left than

ever it takes to make .

ramp. Believe us—no

down more in this rat

wheels.

will slow you |ast
,

c

. c .
road

'

m a set of wet anatla natural t

knoll to gr



If you love the smell of napalm in the morning, you'll

want to take a big whiff of Midway's Chopper Attack.

It's 3-D combat with an arcade feel and enough

action to keep a video game warrior in

peak condition. Get set for a Power

attack preview behind enemy lines.

SHARK INFESTED SKIES
u may not see these attack

’ choppers flying overhead in

real life, but in the dog-eat-

dog scenarios of video game

warfare, they're the hottest

machines without wings.

Midway took Seta's Wild

Choppers-a Japanese N64
release-and improved it

about 1 000% with new play

tions. The game will remind

NINTENDO POWER

control and other minor modifica-

veterans of the classic Strike series

from Electronic Arts, but the^

battlefields in ChoppgB

Attack are all 3-D, and vir-

tual pilots are much closer

to the action. The eight heli-

copters in the game were

built with a heavy dose of

fantasy. One chopper looks

like an old World War II

Zero with a shark's snout, and another looks like an alien insect,

but all of them are loaded to the teeth with missiles and bombs,

them the most potent strike force in the N64 arsenal.

WAlt IS SWELL
The action may be intense, but Chopper Attack departs from tra-

ditional in several waVs that make it a better action

game. For one thing, the view is outside the chopper, so you

have a wider perspective and you can see your chopper at all

times. The next thing you'll notice is that you can take a lot of

damage and keep on flying when in reality you'd be toast.

Finally, you can pick up

items such as extra fuel to

boost your chances of com-

pleting your mission, or

strong boxes of cash for

buying missiles. If you have

to go to war, this is definite-

ly the way to do it.



Johnny Hiromitsu

Emma

The cadre of pilots who command these fear- O* ,^t

some flying machines hails from around the

globe, wherever

something. Most of the pilots call the U.S.A.

home, but other ace flyers come from Britain, Mi

France and Japan. Each chopper has its own iynB & 'd™

pilot, so the skills of pilots and machines go

hand in hand. You can check out the data on each machine and even spin the 3-D

model around to give it a good inspection before signing onto the crew. We've

fuAbBRIitf (E>m|*i:iimk pulled out the chopper data in the special

boxes on the next few pages so you can get an

idea of the range of chopper capabilities. The

real range of pilot abilities, though, rests in

JjjMA J your hands. To carry out your missions, you

control all the systems, from flight control to

4.:- ’. weapons selection and targeting. The game
1

rjffij&l pilots have only a fictional role that affects the

flight characteristics of their chopper in cate-

t* nfg gories such as Acrobatic Ability.

CARRY A REALLY BIG STICK
|

DISCOUNT MISSILE FIRE SALE!
In order to complete a mission, you'll need as much

high-tech firepower as your chopper can carry. The

weapons range from smart missiles to cluster bombs,

but they all carry a price, which limits how much you

can buy. Depending on the mission, and the chopper

you choose, you'll have to decide which ammo will do

you the most good. Once you enter the theater of oper-

ations, you'll have to select missiles and bombs as

needed or fire your Vulcan cannon, which has endless

rounds of ammunition. Automatic tracking cursors

appear on your screen to help you lock on to a target,

but you'll still need an eagle's eye to hit many of these

facets. In the end, Mi
your worst enemy “ gP a|p>uu ^r-. i—

—

t

may be your limited

fuel tank. p&fc)

The versatile Kolinsky helicopter does

a good job in every tactical category,

ranking no lower Ilian three stars in

any area. Its

outstand

armor

KOLINSKY

” ' ‘
I

Conies 4 weapon types

the Kolinsky's ^ 1 3££

weapons rack includes slots for four

different types of missiles and bombs.

UUiI WtAUMS

VOLUME 109



THE BLACK BOX *
In aviation terms, the Black Box is a flight recorder that keeps track of everything that

goes on in the cockpit. The equivalent of that in Chopper Attack is the four slots

memory files that save your progress through the

eight missions. (It's rumored that there is a secret

mission, as well.) The Mission mode is the main

part of the game, but you can play in Free Battle

mode, as well. Once you've opened an area in the

Mission mode, you can enter that battlefield at any

time in the Free Battle just to blow stuff up and

cause trouble. The challenge level can be set at

Normal or Expert in either mode.

Till! LEFT-BRAIN CHALLENGE
If you really want a challenge, you can even

choose the Left! Controller option, which sets

the Controller functions to the Japanese stan-

dard from Wild Choppers. In this setup, you

have to use the Cross Pad and Controller Stick

instead of the; Stick and C Buttons. We're talk-

ing brainlock here, but if you master this back-

ward control, you'll really have something to

brag about in Power's Arena column.
“

Chopper Attack has been in

development for over two

years, but unlike some N64

games that have been cooking

for a long time, this game

doesn't look like a souffle

that didn't rise. The

explosions are spectacular

and the 3-D models of

choppers, tanks, buildings and ground troops all look very

good. The terrains themselves look a bit bland, but you're just

going to frag them anyway, so who cares? The game also

makes use of the Rumble Pak, so you'll
-

feel every anti-aircraft

missile as it slams into the fuselage of you?

chopper. If that doesn't make you feel special,

maybe listening to the sound effects of explod-

ing ordnance, or watching the steady draining

of your fuel gauge will do the trick. The envi-

ronment of Chopper Attack is full of information

and danger, but it's all been simplified enough

so that one pilot can handle all the tasks. It's not

overwhelming, but it is electrifying.

WASP
This lightweight turns out to be a

heavyweight in aerial combat. It

features excel-
jota WASP 1*5 lent speed and

®- r I -- maneuverability,

and it still man-

!£ ages to tuck

IIT? three types of

c<mw, 3 w*opon t„>« weapons on
' board. You

would expect such a small craft to

lack armor, but that isn't the case.

The WASP has a strong sting and a

hard shell.



THE FACE OF BATTLE
No matter how many missiles you carry or how
great the graphics look, at the heart of every

good battle action game is the conflict with the

enemy. In Chopper Attack, the bad guys aren't

named, but they defend their military installa-

tions with plenty of men and machines. Oh,

and they hate your guts.

MISSION: COMBIJSTIKLE
Each of the missions begins with a briefing in which your objectives are described.

Once you're in the battle, you'll have to search out and destroy those targets with

very little help. The radar map that you use dur-

ing battle shows targets as "orange Jots. As you

carry out your mission objectives, you'll have

to take care of other matters, too, such as keep-

ing your chopper in the air. You'll find extra

fuel and other items hidden in buildings and

vehicles, and in some areas yeu'll find hostages

that you can rescue. It's all in a day's work in

the N64 Air Force.

BADDIES IX ARMOR

G A-G A
If you like firepower, you'll go Ga-ga

over this Japanese chopper. Although

it's as slow as a whale in mud, the GA-

GA is heavily

armored and it
Un“ da,a GA-GA 6

boasts the -SES»-

most powerful ®®“
. VULCAN (M

cannons in the
yjj ^

game. But the A

most outsland- „„ , rnwQr
ing feature of '

this golden snail is the fact that it can

carry five types of weapons.

The forces massed against your lone chopper

may seem daunting at first, but you do have

the edge. For one thing, enemy aircraft will

usually be destroyed by a single missile,

whereas your bird can take a lot of punishment

before biting it. Enemies are persistent, as

well, but they won't follow you out

of their patrol

areas. On the

ground, you'll find armored

tanks, motorized units, and

infantry, all with their eyes

trained on the skies. They may

not seem to pose much of a

threat, but they can hit you

hard and repeatedly, and there

are lots of them. The really

unfortunate

news i:

that they don't

seem to have any

sense of fear, so that shark

snout on your chopper is

probably

just wast-

ed paint. The good new;

is that they never try tc

run and hide, so yoi

always have a target-ricf

environment for your loac

of air-to-ground homing

missiles.

PREPARE FOR
Thanks to Midway, North America's crew of N64 flyers will step into the hotseat of one of the most

action-packed combat video games ever, and the game play is greatly improved over the

original Wild Choppers. Replay value looks good, too, since you can change the nature of

each mission by choosing a different chopper. It's been a long time in coming, but by

late June or early July, you should be able to begin your own chopper attack. Next

month. Power will offer a crash course in chopper warfare and make a real pilot out of
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Enter

to

Wii

A basketball autographed by

KOBE
BRYANT!
Kobe Bryant in

NBA Courtside

play against

Seattle Soni

A trip to

NINTENDO
Go behind the scenes at Nintendo

of America! Take a peek at all the

latest games!

See what's up at Nintendo Power!

Kobe Bryant in

NBA Courtside ....

SUP PRIZE
Nintendo Power
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Photography is fun, but not when

you're always buying film, waiting

for pictures to develop, or wondering

if your snapshots will even turn out.

The Game Boy Camera solves all

these problems by enabling you to

compose and retouch your photos on

your Game Boy screen. By adding a

Super Game Boy, Game Link Cable,

or Game Boy Printer, you'll be able

to set up your own Funtography stu-

dio, where you'll have the darkroom

tools you'll need to doctor, develop,

print and trade your photographs.

And since you don't need film for

capturing images, you can take and

delete photo after photo, opening up

the possibility for experimentation.

The Game Boy Camera lets

you save up to 30 images in

your personal photo album.

Personalize your pics with
artistic doodles and pre-

programmed Stamp images.

The Game Boy Printer, avail-

able separately, enables you

to print out sticker photos.

ANIMATION

Funtography means games,
too. Earning a high score in

one can unlock hidden photos.

With the programmable DJ
mode, your photo studio will

double as a recording studio.
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Play paparazzi tag by arming a

member of each team with a

Game Boy Camera. Each pho-

tographer must then take as

many pics as possible of their

opposing team members. The

team that captures the most
enemies on their camera wins.

So who's been messing up your

room and tossing your clothes

all over your floor? It's surely

not you, neat freak, so activate

the Time-Lapse function, then

hide your camera in your room

to catch the intruder in the act.

Scavenger hunts are fun, but

who wants to lug around a

kitchen sink for a measly ten

points? Make scavenging a lit-

tle more convenient by sending

out your hunters with Game
Boy Cameras and a laundry list

of photos to shoot.

Lead your friends on a wild

goose hunt. Start your pals out

with a photo of a location. At

that locale, leave a photo print-

out of their next destination.

Have your friends follow the

trail of photo clues to uncover

your hiding place.

Once you develop an eye for

Funtography, everyday objects,

like these Nintendo knick-

knacks, can become works of

art. Do you know what the

focus of each photo is?

Hot-Spot's concept is similar to how

you would navigate around a web

page. Hot-Spots serve as buttons or

links, depending on the special effects

you assign to them. By activating a

Hot-Spot you've embedded in a pic-

ture, you can instantly bring up

another picture on-screen while trig-

gering music and video fade or wipe

effects. Hot-Spots will make your

album interactive by allowing

browsers to point and click their way

through branching photo sequences.

Hot-Spot links inapic-

e you to a different photo.



With the Game Boy Printer, you'll save yourself a

trip to the one-hour photo shop. The Game Boy

Printer will instantly print your album into wallet-

V size stickers, and churning out double prints will

.A be a snap. And your fun with Funtography

HA doesn't have to end there. Color your prints,

create sticker collages, or scan your photos

into your home computer.

Manipulate and touch up

your photos by enlarging

them on a copy machine

or by scanning them into

your computer.

In DJ, anyone can become a lo-fi mix

master by layering the mode's three

tracks of 16-beat loops. Lay down a sim-

ple rhythm on the Noise track first, then

tinker with the tracks from there. When
your tune is ready for the clubs, head for

the Game Face option to customize your

DJ into, say, our trendy cyclops look.

To turn your DJ into

a cyclops, select

Game Face in the

Magic menu, then

photograph the four

moods of our one-

eyed raver.

To create an animated short, hit Select

when the Main Menu appears, then

highlight Animation on the Edit screen.

Amateur Disneys will be able to "splice"

up to 47 album photos frame-by-frame

into a looped "movie reel." String

together photographed or illustrated

sequences like the clown cartoon we've

created.

For best results.

photograph
enlarged copies
of our animation frames. To add more tex-

ture and mood, adjust the Contrast and
Brightness.



NINTENDO POWER
FUNTOGRAPHY CONTEST

P.0. BOX 97085
REDMOND, WA
98073-9785

or s<an entries and e-mail them to:

<ontest@funtography.com

fSf.itCWMKM

GAME BOY CAMERA

OFFICIAL
CONTEST RULES

fN/kp Up A MXdH-TfCH
Toy WITH youK

WINNING tN^pSHOT)

late a printout of your

photo by hand. Don't limit

yourself-just be artistic!

Draw or take photos to animate a sequence or

story. Send us printouts or photos of each still

frame from your mini movie, and if you please

the Siskel and Ebert in us, you could win!

WIN A TELESCOPE!
Take a picture of a sky- pi m
scraper, weiner dog, or T
anything else that would
fill up four frames of a long

or tall Panorama picture,

GAME



Whether you just want to practice your penalty kicks or try to cap-

ture the international championship, ISS '98 has a mode to fit your

mood. Let's head down to the pitch for some all-out action!

If you thought that the Game
^

' ~

Boy format was too small for
;

Immmmmifmmmmti
good sports games, then H ,

j

think again. International

the size of the field and the lAttllbfiiUMBiiHiUMiiiilM

speed of the action beauti-

fully, and you never feel cramped or lost as you weave

through the opposing team's defenders. ISS '98 is also

packed with play modes and features you don't often find

jl-j-.iv.---.lv...:
in Porta^e Paks, including a

full roster of 30 international
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strategies to choose from.

Any two teams can to go head-to-head

in this single-game challenge. Will it be

a meeting of champions or a David-

and-Goliath contest?

The P.K. mode is a great way to practice

for those tense tie breakers. You can use

the Control Pad to adjust the angle of

your kicks and blocks.

In this multigame contest, you'll be awarded victory points

for each win or draw, and the teams with the most points

will advance to the next round of play. You'll be given a

password after each round.

REGIONAL
PEN

QUALIFY
PEN

This round will separate the

pretenders from the con-

tenders. Winning teams will

qualify for the finals.

Each division holds its own
six-game tourney. The top

four teams in each division

will advance.

This final tourney is for

the international cham-

pionship.



INTERNATIONAL SUPERSTAR SOCCER ‘98

ISS '98 allows you to combine any of the 14 team formations with any of the five

strategies. The strategy setting determines how aggressive your players will be and

where they'll likely position themselves on the field.

These formations work best with an aggressive attack strategy. The numbers shown

refer to the number of defenders, midfielders and forwards on the field.

The 3-4-3 forma-

tions give you the

most up-front
I

bit more defense,

pick a 4-3-3 for-

mation to head

toff those sideline

striking power,
1

good for forcing

attacks.turnovers.

Ilf you like the

short passing

give these a

I try. You won’t

|

be disappointed.

Sometimes you just need to hold the line. When it's crunch time,

these formations will definitely come in handy.

I

The 5-4-1 forma-

tions are the ulti- weak defense

|

but a strongmate in defense.

Few shots will offense, these

1

formations c;

help balance

things out.

These formations can work well with almost any strategy or situation. The key to

making them work for you will be to handle your midfielders wisely.

[With these for-Your four mid-

fielders can pro-

I vide both strong

mations, use the

offense and solid a turnover and

then lob the ball

to the forward.

You can pick any strategy from mild to wild, but a lot will still depend on control-

ling individual players. "SD ATK" will focus players on sideline attacks, and

"COUNTER" will focus them on fast breaks.

THE NUMBERS
GAME

ISS '98 includes 30 teams divided into six

regional divisions, and we've rated each

squad on its offensive, defensive and over-

all skill levels.

TEAM
ITALY

FRANCE
GERMANY
NORWAY
DENMARK
WALES

TUNISIA
MOROCCO
ARABIA
JAPAN
KOREA
IRAN

OFF Offensive Ability

EF Defensive Ability

AVG Average score of OFF and DEF

VOLUME 109



and responsive control, ISS '98 is actually quite

it, however, is another story. There are three difficulty

levels, and the International Cup mode just naturally gets harder as the tourna-

ment goes on. We have, however, come up with strategies that should get you

started on the long road to victory.

POSSESSION
The first thing to do, of course, is to get control of the ball. If the other

team has the ball, the computer will automatically give you control of

whoever is the closest to it. If you're running after the ball carrier but

If7 r .

1

. fc. can't catch up, simply stop

switch you to

To steal the ball, you have a

choice of either a soft tackle

or a hard, sliding tackle.

I

and player movement, not

fancy kicks or dribbling, to

keep possession of the

ball. If you're being chased
or charged by a defender,

spin around.
ways

,
though, to give your players '-sfa-s

the advantage in

any battle f°r tbe ball. First

of all, it helps to memorize

.
team formation before you

start a match and to keep

an eye on the bottom of the

^ screen to see the name of

&SS39J&8838 tbe ball carrier.

When a defender is close,

turn away from him and run

around in a circle that's at

least the width of a player’s

body. If the turn is too tight,

this trick may not work.

[If you're lucky, the spin will

confuse your opponent, and

Ihe'll freeze in place for a sec-

ond, giving you time to break

away. You may have to spin

[twice for this trick to work.

-T^neof the more effective ways to penetrate your opponent's defenses is

to use the sideline attack. First run up the field, staying close to the side-

line. When you draw near to the penalty box, pass the ball back toward

the middle of the field to ,1

w «i i 1 i 1

1

. le.imm.iit'. hum ag
there, you can make a strike WBf
on the goal. an **

Because the field is shown at a certain angle, it's

easier to make sideline attacks along the bottom
edge. Before you pass, tap Up to see if a team-
mate is in the correct position to accept it.

Check your players' condition

before the game. Place healthy

players in the wing (sideline)

positions to make sideline runs.



INTERNATIONAL SUPERSTAR SOCCER ‘98

£> END RUN
A variation on the sideline attacks is what we call the end run play. Instead

of passing the ball back toward the center of the field, hang on to it and

continue toward the goal. Spin around to shake off any defenders and then

run toward the goal at an angle, aiming between the goalkeeper and the

goal. Don't shoot; just run the ball straight in!

the Qualify Op
defending bett

Open, keepers will start

tter against this attack.

If you're fouled while in the

opposing penalty box, you’ll

get a penalty kick. It will be

just you against the keeper,

so make the shot count!

& CORNER KICK
When making a corner kick, always take

a shallow angle back toward the goal.

This will put the ball into the best spot for

a strike. If you're good at scoring off cor-

ner kicks, you can try to fool the comput-

er into giving you one. Run the ball up the

sideline and spin around right next to the

a defender tries to steal the ball, he may run

Another sneaky trick is to run the ball into the opposing

penalty box and run in circles. With luck, you'll be able to

fool a defender into making a slide tackle. If you're run-

ng in circles, there's a better chance he'll mistime hj

tackle and hit you from behind. He'll draw a foul call

you'll get a free shot at the goal. If you're lucky, thi

defender will even get ejected!

attacks, there are a few sneaky things you can try that

are perfectly legal. Just remember that the computer isn't so easily fooled on the

medium or high difficulty levels or in the advanced rounds of a tournament.

GAME

BOY



OFF No Radar |Multi| OFF

OFF Turbo Modo OFF

OFF Fast Animation OFF

OFF Slow Animation OFF

OFF Enamy Rockets OFF

OFF 2x Rockot L. OFF
OFF 2* Grenada L. , OFF

OFF tx RC-P90 ^ OFF

OFF 2x Throwing Knife OFF

OFF 2x Hunting Knife OFF

OoFfk 2x Lasor OFF
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LICENSE TO CASINOHm cheat
“ Nothing's fair in the

world of espionage, so it's a

} good thing we have our Cheats.

If you have all 23 of them, send

us a pic of your fully-loaded Cheat Menu. To find

out the requirements for access-

r ing each cheat, set your sights

’ on Classified Information in

-M ufTsk ,_r 1

ROYALE
James Bond's lucky number

is 007, but 21 will be your lucky number

for this Game Boy

BOARDING
If you've earned Panda Man and can ^
pull off every move in Training

Mode's Trick List, you can hit 1

the slopes on the back of a

penguin (for more details, read our

1080° Snowboarding review in

Volume 107). Send us a photo "W**

of your Penguin Board, and you’ll enter 1

challenge. Try your luck at

the Blackjack tables, then send

us a snapshot of your

biggest winnings.

the Arena!

\ STAR FOX 64
. |

Most Venomian Units Destroyed (Vol. 103)

MISCHIEF MAKERS
All A or S Grades for Every Stage (Vol. 105)

Isaac Mackey Haysi, VA 1853

losie Ziegler, Cold Spring, MN 1848

_J Alejandro Ramos, Falcon Heights, TX 1847
- Francois Lalande, Hawkesbury, ON 1839

. .j Christopher Fenstermacher, Milton, PA 1833

|osh Godoy, Virginia Beach, VA 1828

Norman Talento, Chicago, IL

DONKEY KONG LAND 3
Fastest Time Attacks for the Tree Level (Vol. 105)

Michael Guerreiro, Mississauga, ON 1:21.08

David Ploskonka, Churchville, MD 1 :21 .66

» Daniel Beard, Nashville, TN 1819

Vernon Quan, San Francisco, CA 1819

Brandon jordon, Clarksville, TN 1815
DIDDY KONG RACING
Fastest Times for Spacedust Alley (Vol. 105)

ij
|

Ben Hulbert, Cary, NC 1 81

3

: David Labbe, Quebec City, PQ 1812

Jason Frank, Rockford, IL 1 :46.81

Clifton Poli, Orlando, FL 1 :48.61

Devin Folk, Carmichael, CA 1 :48.90

Patrick Custpdio, Albuquerque, NM 1809

Adam Henderson, Hurst, TX 1 808 Erik Bush, Lake Waccamaw, NC 1 :4$.43

Mjke Donohue, Andover, MA 1 :^9.96



Arena Art
THE GOLDENEYE GALLERY
You'll need a keen eye to be a spy, so, in Volume 1 05, we asked

our GoldenEye gamers to try their hands at redecorating. Armed

with paintball guns, a few artistic gamers came up with these

clever creations.

Alan Clontz, Concord, NC
If you squint really hard, it looks

like the famous James Bond

sniperscope intro.

Robert Coulson, Phoenix, AZ
Isn't that just Bond's luck? He

throws a party and no one but

Russian soldiers shows up!

Chris Lonicki

,

Rocklin, CA
He has

urinals for

eyes and he's

looking out

for numberlustin Peachey, Stevensville, Ml
Free advertising in the Aztec

Complex.

t>dYou HAVE WHAT IT TAKE!?!
Sejjjf, us challenge ideas oc_phptQSj3Lyour achieve*
for (his month's Arena. If we use vour siieeestion o

Jonathan Hamner, Jonesboro, CA
Andrew Peraza, Highwood, IL

Mike Kapadia, Cherry Hilk

Jon Hanson, Fergus Falls, MN
Jonathan Bryant, Burlington, NC
Zack Gasiorowski, Tinley Park, IL

Brandon Jang, Saratoga, CA
John Saniple, Eagle, CO

ANSWERS TO VOLUME 108

WHO AM EYE?:

Fox McCloud

A CLOSER LOOK:

1. Blast Corps

2. Castlevania:DraculaX

3. Diddy Kong Racing

4. WCW Vs.NWO
5. The Legend of Zelda: Link's

Awakening

6. San Francisco Rush

7. Yoshi's Island

8. James Bond 007

DIDDY KONG RACING
Fastest Times for Darkmoon Caverns (Vol. 105)

Adam Kilgore, Billings, MT 1 £3.3

.Jason Frank, Rockford.Jl - ... 1 £4j
Andrew Peraza, Highwood, IL 1 £5.f

Jon Hanson, Fergus Falls, MN 1 :56.3

Kan Zhu, Tempc, AZ 1 :56.f

-efffton Pol i
,Orlando, FL * >

•<&
Matt Underwood, Milbank, SD 1 :59.x

Jonathan Hamner, Jonesboro, GA 1 :59.E

George Evarigelopou los, Sugarland, TX j :59.S

Nathan Gray, Thomson, IL • . 2K>1.‘

Mike Kapadia, Cherry Hill, NJ, 2:01 .3

Shaun Khoeis, Charlotte, NC ' 2:01 .(

E-mail us with challenges and suggestions at:

areoa@nintendo.com )

Power Player’s Arena, P.O. BOX 97033
Redmond, WA 98073-9733

In Yoshis Story, can you make it through Magma Castle without taking a single hit?

A Twisted Challenge from Jamien Watson of Elkhart, IN



The biggest game since Super Mario 64 truly sparkles.

HrfiliKim Once again Rare has raised the standards of

video game graphics with this richly textured adventure for

Nintendo. Everything from the animation to the use of spe-

cial lighting and transparency effects dazzles the player.

With 24 moves to learn, it might seem

as if Banjo-Kazooie would be difficult to learn. Not so.

Bottles the mole is there to help.

There are many

parallels between

Banjo-Kazooie and

Super Mario 64,

including the use of

separate levels con-

nected by a large,

central world. But

the tasks and puzzles

in Banjo-Kazooie are

ters have more of a loud-mouthed attitude than Mario

and crew.

BaiBZHiBg Everyth!ng works well in this game.

The experience is absolutely captivating.

Mi|*lll»l Characters use individualized vocal sounds

when text dialogue boxes appear, adding to the flavor of

each character. Musical themes and audio indicators add

extra depth to the play.

Scott: Banjo-Kazooie is the best of

its breed. Dan: Great puzzles and challenge.

Armond: The graphics are phenomenal, but

what's cool is that they're just a teaser for

the incredible game play.

GRftPHICS=9.3 PLrW C0nTR0L-8.5 GflmE DESICn=3.3 Sl1TlSFRCTI0n=9.5 SDUnD=9.0
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There’s a lot more than freaks to this tournament fighter.

MsfiliKIUPl The developers at Saffire managed to add just

the right touch of post-industrial grunge to these very orig-

inal fighters and their perilous arenas. Shadows, lights,

rust and bubbling pools of acid all add to the atmosphere.

The blood and dismemberment is overdone.

Fast but simple describes the fighting

style you'll use in this game. Many of our evaluators

called it the fighting game for non-fighting game fans.

Using the "enable" options, you can handicap the CPU or

yourself to decrease or increase the challenge.

irtiiiia.u-Hi.tii Blood, bullets and humor must have been WHIlW The voices, the background effects and

on the minds of the designers when they molded this fighter, music are well suited to the theme. ^
It's hard to take the characters too seriously, in spite of lopped PWTiTimnH Scott: / liked the variety of fight-

off limbs and heads. Some of the options, such as the first-per- ers, arenas and options. Terry : Torn limbs and

son perspective, are cool mainly as a diversion rather than as spattered blood gets old after a few matches.

a serious fighting option. (If you can master fighting in first Paul: "It's only a flesh wound!" #

Biofreaks has a certain

flash and appeal, but it

may not have the lasting

replay value that die-

Midway/128 Megabits

1 or 2 players simultaneous

Controller and Rumble Pak compatible

GRRPHICS=8.Z PLflV C0nTR0L=8.Q GrtmE DESIGn=8.1 SflTISFflCTI0n=7.3 SGUnD=7.3

Midway brings another arcade classic to the starting line.

Expect the arcade look and feel on this N64

conversion. The background elements seem flat, but the

detail level is fairly good, particularly on the trucks. Frame

rate could be a bit faster, but the sense of speed (and the

sense of jouncing over bumps) is very good.

you've played Cruis'n USA-and who
hasn't-you know what to expect from Offroad Challenge.

The control has that

arcade feel, which

means that it's easy to

master, but it's about as

realistic as driving a

truck with a thumb-

steered joystick.

IrtlnU.lHHMil This

game is a straight port

from the arcade game,

and it doesn't include

of the trucks are accessible only by a secret code.

t£UM£Uil!lllwe would have liked to see more

courses and more trucks. Even so, the racing is fun, par-

ticularly in two-player mode.

Wl»lll»B The background sounds, such as planes and

trains, tend to be garbled, but the trucks sound fine.

H.liiliiTWHEl Scott: If you love the arcade Offroad,

then you'll probably like this game, but most race

fans will expect more than they get. The lack of

tracks and trucks is a huge oversight. Paul:

The girls look good, but that's about it. It's

like driving a '72 Buick with overboosted

power-steering-no road feel.

GRflPHICS=5.8 PlAV CQnTRDL=6.0 CrtlTlE DESIGn=5.8 SflTISFflGTI0n=5.8 S0UnD=5.8
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Acclaim plays hardball on the N64.

Wow! The development team at Iguana recre-

ated the animation of players in every aspect of the game.

The stadiums are almost photo perfect. Extra camera angles,

such as the zoom mode at the plate, give the game an entire-

ly new feel-and it can help your performance, as well.

lilTiiai'iia01 Acclaim feels that All-Star Baseball is

more of a simulation than Griffey, but the differences

between the games are fairly minor. Hitting can be a bit

tougher in All-Star (depending on the camera) and pitch-

ing requires more busy work in selecting and throwing the

pitch. The Fielding Assist option is excellent.

miiuaiiHufl One unique feature is the Create-a-

Player option, and it's very cool. Another nice touch is the

minor league taxi squad. All the other modes are what you

would expect from a first-rate sports sim.

kT.lllli-.mifiTH Except for the announcers, All-Star

Baseball '99 is a

ner all around. It's a

M«IHllil The announcers drone on, but otherwise, the

crowd sound, anthem and sound effects are fine.

H'IiiIiiHiHH Scott: I'm going with All-Star over Griffey

because of the camera modes and Create-a-Player option.

Dan: The player and stadium graphics are awesome, but

the swing animation

\
seems wrong. Also,

some elements aren't

i intuitive. Terry:

The Rumble

Pak pitch-

ing option

\ is great.

crhphics=9.o PLdf caniRaL=7.M cnmc DESicn=8.l SirriSMCTion=8.l sounD=7.6

The latest, greatest soccer experience in the world.

HiEliJilK-i The graphics in World Cup '98 are even

more refined and realistic than the graphics in FIFA: Road

to the World Cup '98-and that's saying something. Along

with All-Star Baseball '99, World Cup '98 stands out as

one of the two best looking sports game ever.

liHWH.IlHi;l»ld World Cup '98 features a new play-call-

ing system for directing your team on the fly. You'll also find

special controller-activated moves that allow you to pull some

outrageous stunts, such as faking an injury. Although there still

can be slight delays in actions, the overall feel is very good.

World Cup '98 may not be a huge leap in

quality above Road to the World Cup '98, but it is improved

in every area and the better game of the two. The historical

mode lets you play with some of the greatest soccer teams

and players from the past six decades. A nice touch.

You won't be disappointed with this game.

kl«ll|||iB The an-

nouncer's play-by-

play comments are

keyed precisely to the

action.

wmwuiua 'con:

For now, this is the

game. But ISS '98

may challenge it

very soon. Erich: The

moves and plays

Paul: This was worth the wait. Terry: This

game is too much like FIFA: Road to the

World Cup, but if you don't have that ver-

sion, pick up this World Cup.

GRAPHICS=8.7 PLftY C0nTR0L=8.2 GfllTlE DESIGn=7.5 SflTISFflCTI0n=8.2 S0UnD=8.3
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EVERYONE

V HLL-STRR BRSEBRLL '99

• Acclaim/4 Megabits
• 1 player

• Passwords
• 6 modes of play

• MLB and MLBPA licenses

Take it out to a ball game.m The developers at Realtime Associates did a

solid job for Acclaim in this Game Boy version of All-Star

Baseball. The batting view is excellent, but the blank

screen that follows a hit can throw off your defensive

moves. Animation, although a bit slow, looks convincing.

Players have good control at the plate

and on the mound. The speed of defensive players would

make a turtle look fast.

The result is that you

should expect to give

up extra bases because

of slow fielding.

MjlilH'MMlI
Acclaim really packed

this little baseball game.

The modes include

season play and stats
|

from the '97 season. Since fhere is no battery, you won't b

able to save stats from the season you're playing currently.

All-Star Baseball '99 for Game Boy is

good competition for Ken Griffey )r. Presents MLB, but I

unlike Griffey, it doesn't have multiplayer or saved stats or I

Super Game Boy enhancements.

mmilliB Good sound effects and weak music inspire you

to turn down the volume on your Game Boy. Silence is
j

golden.

ij'.iiiiiiu.rn Scott: It's a good play, but I p
Griffey for Game Boy on almost every count.

Terry: Pitching, hitting and fielding are easy

to master. Paul: It's tough to see where the

ball is on the batting screen-what's i

out, high or low.

GRAPHICS=7.2 PLAV CDnTRDL=7.2 GAmE DESIGn=6.8 SATISFACTIQn=6.8 S0UnD=8.2

A not-so-simple puzzle game from Acclaim.

H:EUilliH The two elements that really matter in this

game-the cursor and the tiles-are easy to distinguish, making

the basic moves simple to perform. There's no razzle-

dazzle, but when you're aiming for deep focus, who wants flash?

IjTillH'lhM'll Shifting and rotating the cursor square

is the only real move in the game. Both of these moves

work smoothly.

MililH'ltiMlI Brain Drain is a deceptive puzzler. The

first few puzzles are so easy that you might discount the

game. But after a dozen or so levels, the complexity

becomes quite interesting and the clock finally becomes

a factor. The inclusion of bonus levels, teaser blocks and

special power-ups all add to the variety and interest of

the game.

MHktami.iii Tetris Attack players and other puzzle

fans who love complexity masked as simplicity will enjoy

spend a lot of time with Brain Drain.

WHIIU1 The sound provides a useful timing clue since

the music changes as you near the time limit.

n<iiiiiiniwn Scott: The game started to grow on me
after a few dozen puzzles. Dan: It's like those plastic

.slider puzzles-sim-

ple but addictive. It

seems a little

easy at first so

you have

to stick

with

aaGG<»a
ao«(5aa

II
"3?

1
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Konami scores big with a superstar for Game Boy.

ESfliWW-i iven on the small screen, the graphics in

International Superstar Soccer look terrific-certainly the

best of any Game Boy soccer title. Although you don't get

much of a frame rate, you can still see the nuances of

I player moves such as fakes and fouls.

On the pitch, play control is pretty

1 much limited to the basics, such as dribbling, passing,

and tackling,

players can set up

and strate-

as well, adding

more to their

of the action.

included the

an exhibition

match, an Inter-

national Cup, and P.K.

pretty good, but there are a few defensive holes.

t-Tiiit-nmimin ISS 64 made its mark by giving players

the most user-friendly soccer interface ever. ISS for Game
Boy does the same trick on the smaller format. Soccer fans

will want to check it out.

klilHlIH Unlike the N64 version of ISS, this Game Boy

cousin doesn't leave much of an audible mark. There's no

voice, and the music seems wrong for sports.

11‘IIIIIIHIIHi Scott: / still like the old Nintendo

World Cup game, but this new ISS is more realis-

tic and just as much fun. Erich: This is a great

conversion from the N64 game. The graphics ,

are clean and the play control is simple. Paul: M
A tad slow, but everything moves to scale, i

CRflPHICS-8.0 PLflV COnTROL=7.0 CAtTlE DESICn=B.5 SATISFACTI0n-7.3 SDUnD=6.2

One of the best adventures ever returns to Game Boy.

MrfilililM Patterned after overhead adventures such as

the Zelda series, FF Adventure may be one of the best

examples that wasn't designed by Shigeru Miyamoto. The

graphics give you a sense of exploration in a wide world,

even on the small Game Boy screen and without Super

Game Boy enhancements.

IJEMfrllH;iSJ Real-time actions are responsive, and

menu options are easy to use, making FFA the easiest to

learn of the rereleased Final Fantasy Game Boy games.

ITiUll=M»14Jll»1ll Although FFA isn't a true RPG, Final

Fantasy vets will recognize many elements of the series,

including the mix of magic and technology. More impor-

tant to the game play is the size and non-linear nature of

the game, with lots of exploring, chopping down trees and

talking to characters.

HiHI.-tfiWI.IlI Zekfa fans who haven't experienced FFA

should not miss the

chance now that

have dozens of hours of adventure in a rich gaming world.

Very good and surprisingly complex music.

Scott: It's more of a Zelda-like adven-

ture than other FF games. It's also one of my all-time

favorites. Get it while it lasts. Terry: My advicem
|

is always, always,

LI alw.ivs i arn four keys

ireSgSS °r y°u could

stuck forever in

H • "H a maze.

GRflPHICS=7.2 PLIir C0P1TR0L-7.6 CflmE DESO=7.8 Sfl7ISFf1CTI0n=8.G S0UnD=6.2
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The most unusual and creative Game Boy software of all time

MifililllM-iThe number of things you can do vith the

images is the impressive part of the Came Boy Camera

program. The actual images tend to be grainy, particular-

ly when the subject is not close to the camera lens.

ur.iawu The Game Boy Camera program that

runs all the options is fairly easy to navigate, but there are

some hidden commands that give the interface a more game-

like feel. Cursor controls in the paint program are a bit limit-

ed, but you do have control of pen size and cursor speed.

level of depth in the camera

program is amazing. Not only can you create fun, still

shots, panoramas, animations, and music, you can also

play games with your creations.

KUtdiaiWiI It's easy and fun to use. The games are

very simple, though, so don't expect hours of gaming. This

is a creative program along the lines of Mario Paint.

fcf«l»lll»j The sound

is very good, and you

can edit and create

your own DJ tunes.

Very cool.

H'luliiNiUd
Jason: The special

effects and DJ feature

make this far more

than a gimmick or toy.

I'm taking way too

and sticking them all over my computer, car and

apartment. Terry: This is breakthrough technol-

ogy, but it does have limits. Dan: As the Cat

in the Hat would say, "It's fun to have fun but

you have to know how."

GRflPHICS=8.D PLRV C0nTR0L=7.3 MRIE DESICn=9.0 SflIISFl1CTIOn=9.0 SUUnD=7.2

mrnrrrr, tthb ptmebbe,

EURLURTORS
Our evaluators have spent years

playing and evaluating games for

Nintendo and Nintendo Power. They

all have their favorite categories, but

they play and evaluate every game

we receive. Follow your favorite pro

in each issue's Now Playing.

(ARMOMD-Fighting. RPGs. Adventures _J (iVIARTY-Sports, Action, Aduentures J
(DAM-flctlon. Aduentures, Sports D fpAUL-Fighting, Sports, Simulations D
^ERICH-Sports, RPGs. Aduentures D (SCOTT (SPl-Sports, Simulations. Aduentures

)

(HEMRY-Fighting, Action. Sports D (sONJA-Puzzles, RPGs. Fighting J
(jASOIXI-Aduentures, Action. PuzzlesD (TERRY-RPGs, Simulations. Puzzles D

RRTIflGS
1 Each Power Meter category is weighted to reflect its

overall importance. We feel that Satisfaction and Game
Design are the most important areas, closely followed

by Play Control and Graphics. Sound tends to be less

important for most games, t game DES.GM, asr-l

23)
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3-D shoooting goes ballistic!

SUPER MARIO RPG 2

Plumbing for adventure.

BOMBERMAN HERO

Dana •« 00250

A short fuse to fun.

WWW.NINTENDOSPORTS.COM

Power Source takes the field.

AS INDUSTRY'S TOP
VIDEO GAME TALENT
T he creator of the most popular

video games of all time will be hon-

ored by the Academy of Interactive Arts and

Sciences during the first annual awards cer-

emony at E3 this year. Shigeru Miyamoto

will be inducted into the Hall of Fame for

his contributions to the video game industry.

We can't think of a better recipient. In fact,

it's going to take some doing for any other

developer to even be men-

tioned in the same breath as

the great Miyamoto. His

games have sold literally in

the tens of millions of

copies around the world.

His characters have moved

on to television and movie

fame, not to mention

appearing on countless licensed products.

His contribution to Nintendo's success over

most of the past two decades can hardly be

calculated.

"We established this award to honor

those individuals who have made the most

enduring, ground breaking, and seminal

contributions to the world of interactive

entertainment and

information,"

Jim Charne, ex

utive director

and president
t

AIAS. V
Miyamoto has

been instrumental in creating an entire gen-

eration of avid video game players and has

helped to make this

industry the 5 billion

dollar industry it is

today."

It's clear that the

video game world

would be a completely

different place without

his wonderful imagina-

tion, his love of fun and exploration, and his

determination to create the finest games no

matter what it takes. This award comes at

the debut of The Legend of Zelda-Ocarina

of Time, possibly the greatest game in his

growing library of masterpieces, which

brings up the question: How many Hall of

Fame awards can one person win?

"Hr. Miyamoto has
boon Instrumen-
tal In creating an
entire generation

of avid video
game players..."

@ NINTENDO POWER



WCW/NWO LIVE
J ust when you thought you'd seen

every possible move, pose, throw

and pin, THQ comes back with a new

wrestling game, WCW/NWO Live. Is it

overkill? We don't think so. Asmik, the

same developer that put the holds and

headbanging into last winter's hit title,

WCW vs. NWO: World Tour, has done it

again, but the wrestlers are bigger, meaner,

and louder than before.

For Eie Flair’s
retirenent fund
This ring romp features 50 of the top

wrestlers from both the WCW and NWO,
and the game more closely follows the

actual series of

events as seen on

TV. As the game

progresses, play-

ers will be able to

track wins and

losses and follow

the intricacies of

who has the title,

who had the title,

and who is bent on getting the title. In the

main Championship mode, players

choose their favorite wrestlers then battle

randomly selected opponents, winning

titles and belts as they go. It's a lot like the

season mode in other sports games. In the

Battle Royal mode, up

to four players can join

in simultaneously as 40

video wrestlers struggle

for the crown. In this

royal rumpus, four

wrestlers are in the ring

at any one time.

Defeated wrestlers are

replaced by fresh meat

and the last man standing wins the title.

Whera’s tha Ding-
Ding Buy?
This bigger WCW game also includes a

Spirit Meter, more weapons than the previ-

ous game, and instant replays of

spectacular finishing moves and sub-

missions so players can bask in their

moments of glory. WCW/NWO Live

will also include hidden wrestlers

who become playable only during

the course of play. Players will also

have to deal with angry wrestlers

who want to pick a fight. Even the

crowds will be rowdy and ready to

brawl. The early results are very

promising. By this fall, the real test

will be at hand when WCW/NWO
Live is released in prime time.

"That’s gonna leave a mark.” K. Nash
VOLUME 109 m



Pole Play
Hands-on protlows of upconlng ganas.

ON THE EDGE
pace is a dangerous place. You've

got your exploding super novas to

worry about, comets raining out of the sky,

cosmic rays and, of course, hostile, blood-

sucking aliens who have nothing better to

do than threaten the human race. In

Kemco's upcoming space shooter,

Knife's Edge, you'll be able to do

something about this last threat,

using lasers and a powerful arsenal

of special weapons to blast an army

of alien robots and mechanoids

who have invaded Mars. Dropped

from orbit in an experimental fight-

er, you must clean up Mars and

save the human colonies. The

action takes place in a forward-scrolling

corridor. You are the gunner and weapons

officer, so you don't have

to worry about steering.

All you do is frag aliens

and grab power-ups.

Knife's Edge is a 3-D ver-

sion of the venerable

forced-scrolling space

shooter genre like R-Type and Gradius. The

early version we played included a heads-

up targeting system and cool-looking

Martian terrain. Clearly the development

team at Kemco in Japan has been

having fun with

the N64. The explo-

sions, special effects

and cinematic cut

scenes are all impres-

sive. Unfortunately,

even if you clean up the

bad guys in Knife's Edge, there's still not

much you can do about exploding stars.

Space is still a dangerous place.

BOMBERMAN HERO
omberman Hero, a game that

Hudson created in Japan, will be

released this fall in North America by

I Nintendo.
This marks

the first time

|

that the

imberman

I character has

had a true

1 action-adven-

ture style game with full mobility. This B-

man can jump up to a ledge, grab hold of

it, and hoist himself up, just like Mario in

Super Mario 64 could. In fact, Bomberman

Hero is more like Super Mario 64 than it is

like Bomberman 64. In addition to the new

moves, Bomberman also makes use of

some cool technology, such as the Bomber

Marine submarine setup, which allows our

hero to cruise through watery worlds. This

is a true adventure starring Bomberman

instead of a puzzle game attached to

the traditional Bomberman multiplayer

game. We think it's the best thing to

happen to Bomberman since the fuse, and

it may finally bring Bomberman the fame

he deserves.

NINTENDO POWER



LEGO RACERS
• ne of the greatest toys of all time

will soon have a new life on the

N64. LEGO Racers from LEGO Media

makes the most of the LEGO name by

allowing players to construct their own
race cars with virtual LEGO pieces. Once

they've built their perfect machines, they

can go head-to-head with other racers on

LEGO tracks with pirate,

space, castle and other

themes. As they win races,

they'll collect additional

LEGO sets they can use to

build new cars. Racers can

find hidden elements and

LEGO characters scattered

about as well.

The developers

at High Voltage

Software also

say there will

be a power-up

system. To give

you an idea of

the types of tracks you'll

encounter in LEGO Racers,

the developers sent these

cool sketches, which are

being used to design the

game. We haven't had a

chance to play LEGO Racers

yet, but since we spent most of our early

years building LEGO cars and worlds, we
felt that this article belonged on the play

test page. Well before the time LEGO
Racers is released, perhaps in the first

quarter of 1999, we expect to have more

hands-on news for you.

It looks like the Hammer Bros, were care

less with their mallet again. In the photo

below, Mario is joined by a friend.

MARIO'S NEW ROLE

VOLUME 109 (m)

Super Mario RPG 2 may still be a long way I

off, but epic gamers and Mario fans in
j

North America may well start counting the ‘j/i

days once they see what's in store for
j

them. The most striking element of Super
j

Mario RPG 2 is the unique artistic style of
|

the game world and characters. Whereas
j

Yoshi's Story gave players a 3-D look in a

2-D game world, this game has a 2-D look

in a 3-D world. The result is a sort of ani- j|

mated painting. Within the artistry, Jl

though, you'll find familiar friends and

foes from the Mario series. Goombas and M|
Koopas may even turn out to be your I

>

-

friends, as seen in the screen shots here, fi

The battle scenes use a system similar to

that found in Super Mario RPG for the J
Super NES, but companions do their own j&ta

fighting without the need for your com- EE
mands. The development team at HAL in

Japan hasn't revealed much about the H
story yet, but from what we've seen, it's

going to be super.

Just as in Super Mario RPG for the Super
NES, Mario chooses between four actions

during battle.



Pak Peeks
What’s breaking in ths world of gaWas.

Conker’s Pocket Tales
Conker, the bushy-tailed hero of Twelve

Tales: Conker 64, will star in a second

game this year when his first Game Boy

adventure is released. Pocket Tales

includes fiendish puzzles, hidden secrets,

over 30 enemies and six bosses in an over-

head, RPG-action style game along the

lines of Zelda: Link's Awakening. The

adventure moves through seven sprawling

worlds and more than 100 sub levels. It's

battery-backed, Super Game Boy

enhanced, and it's from Rare. What more

could you ask from a game? We've already

started saving our acorns.

Vertical take-off
Harrier: Strike Force from Video Systems

has a tough mission ahead of it. Unlike

Aerofighters Assault, this N64 flight combat

simulation will be a true sim. Paradigm

Entertainment, the developer of Harrier,

hopes to recreate the sense of realism for

which the company earned its reputation

% NINTENDO POWER

as a creator of military flight simulations.

The N64 game will feature the U.S. and

British versions of the versatile aircraft, and

Video Systems hopes to include as many as

50 missions in a 128-megabit Game Pak.

We expect Harrier: Strike Force to get off

the ground this fall.

Back to Las Vagas
Cast your mind back to the final years of

the NES era and you may recall talk of a

game titled Dej3 Vu 2: Ace Harding In Las

Vegas. The game never was released, but it

will get a second chance, thanks to Game
Boy Color. According to Kemco, it should

be a fairly easy task to convert the game to

Game Boy format, and with the new Game
Boy Color, Deja Vu 2 should be a dead

ringer for the original game that never saw

the light of day. For those of you who
missed the first Deja Vu game, Ace Harding

was a gritty detective who woke up in a

bathroom stall with a throbbing head and a

murder rap pinned to his lapel. The first-

person whodunit followed the old

Shadowgate formula in which players

moved between a series of static locations,

searching for clues and solving puzzles.

Deja Vu 2, as the subtitle implies, moves

the mystery location to Las Vegas. For

Game Boy Color and Kemco, it seems like

a good bet.

Big screen,
little screen
Disney's Mulan will arrive in theaters this

summer at about the same time that THQ
releases a Game Boy action title based on

the new animated feature. Fa Mulan's quest

to restore her family's honor will take her

into enemy camps and danger. The side-

scrolling action covers ten stages, and it

includes intricate puzzles as well as hand-

to-hand combat using swords and bow-

and-arrow. The game also will feature pass-

words, Super Game Boy compatibility and

a unique map interface. Just as long as it

doesn't have a raccoon, we'll be happy.

Nintendo sports
on-llns
For the past several years, Nintendo Power

Source has been the home of the best

inside information on N64 games in cyber-

space. Beginning in May, we expanded our

coverage with the introduction of an all-

sports site on the world wide web.

NintendoSports.com covers the growing

library of N64 sports titles from Nintendo,

Acclaim, EA Sports, Midway, Konami and

other N64 publishers. The free-access site

contains game reviews and special

inside interviews with members of devel-

opment teams. You'll also find

comments from top sports figures, and we
have plans to include giveaway contests,

interactive competitions and coverage of

major video game sporting events. For

video game sports fans, the place to be is

vvv.nlntendosports.con.

N6V updates
The rush to release N64 titles continues at

Midway without any perceptible loss of

momentum as we head toward the second

half of 1998. The Big M's need for speed

will be realized in three new racing titles:

Rush 2, California Speed and Micro

Machines V3. If it’s speed on ice you pre-

fer, Midway has confirmed that a new



Gretzky is on the way for this fall's hockey sea-

son. Quake II for the N64 won't come from

Midway, the publisher of Quake 64, but from

Activision.

Elsewhere in sports, EA Sports plans to

release all of the following titles this year:

NASCAR®99, Madden NFL®99, NHL®99, and

NBA Live '99. Don't miss the first shots

of the new Madden game in this month's

E3 special.

Last month we wondered what was going

on with Duel Heroes from Hudson Soft. Well,

this month we've dug up an answer. Electro

Brain is getting into the N64 publishing game

by picking up Heroes. Hudson has spent the

last several months tweaking the game play.

In addition to all the other Acclaim prod-

ucts scheduled for release this year on the

N64, expect to see Re-Volt, a racing game,

and South Park, which is based on the hit

comedy series on Comedy Central.

Ocean/lnfogrames also has a couple of new

racers revving up for release this year. V-Rally

'98 Championship Edition is a four-player,

eight-course rally game that hails from

Infogrames. GT 64 Championship Edition

comes from Imagineer and concentrates on

city courses.

Sun Corporation has been getting very

active recently. In addition to a flock of classic

Game Boy rereleases, Sun is looking at releas-

ing two more N64 titles, Magic Flute and

Chameleon Twist 2.

Take 2 Entertainment told your Pak

Watchers that, in addition to Space Station

Silicon Valley, the up-and-coming publisher

will be producing an N64 version of Grand

Theft Auto, a hit game from the PC world. And

last, but not least, the rumor in Japan is that

Ogre Battle 64 is in the works at Quest. We
don't have confirmation of this yet, and no

North American publisher has claimed the

game, but the usually reliable source insists

that it is true.
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WWF: WAR ZONE



See what it's

like to race at

the edge of the

speed of sound.

Your first lest

ride will be here

Coming Next Issue....

Volume 110 July 1998 SSiSSiBN: IMPOSSIBLE
Good morning, Mr. Phelps. Ocean of America has penetrated your

organization and replicated the Mission: Impossible team’s most

secret operations. Now Nintendo Power is about to blow the lid off

the intelligence community by publishing an expose of your best

work. The Secretary has already disavowed all knowledge of you or

this game. Good luck, Jim.

WWF: WAR ZONE Banjo-Kazooie
Can vou hold your own JCan you hold your own

against the likes of Shawn

Michaels, British Bulldog

and Shamrock? Or will you

end up buried in the War
Zone by The Undertaker or

one of the other WWF
superstars? It's a war out

there, so make sure you know how to survive by study-

ing next month's eight-page strategy review.

You've read the first part of our story about

the birds and the bears, now find out what

happens as we show

you how to sort out

the puzzling secrets in

Bubble Gloop Swamp,

Freezeezy Peak and

Gobi's Valley.

Quest 64
Quest 64's Celfland is the setting for

N64 adventure. Do you know

where to look to find the mystical

Eltale Book? Next month's review

has the hints and facts for keeping

you on the road to high adventure.

mam



These NimendoPower issuesare available individually. Add
them to your collection! Features in each issue are listed below:

Volume 1 08 (May ‘98): Major League Baseball featuring Ken
Griffey In, Banjo-Kazooie Preview, Pokemon Special, 1997
Nintendo Power Awards Results, Forsaken 64, iggy's Reckin'
Balls, Quake, Bomberman GB, Harvest Moon (GB), Brain
Drain, Flying Dragon Preview, Offroad Challenge, Mickey
Mouse Magic Wands!

Volume 107 (April ‘98): Kobe Bryant's NBA Cotirtside, Deadly
Arts, Virtual Chess, Quake Review Part 2, 1080° Snowboarding,
Wetrix, Mystical Ninja Starring Goemon (GB), Legend of the
River King, MLB Featuring Ken Griffeyjr., N64 Player's

Choice Games, Iggy's Reckin' Balls Preview,Game Boy Camera
and Printer, Foolish April News Briefs

Volume 106 (March '98): 1080° Snowboarding, Rampage, NHL
Breakaway '98, Quake, Yoshi's Story Continued, NBA in the
Zone ‘98, Wario Land II, Castlevania Legends, Bust-A-Move 2,

Quest Preview,A First Look at Mission: Impossible, Nintendo
Power Award Nominations,

Volume I OS (Feb. ‘98): WCW Vs. NWO: World Tour, Nagano
Winter Olympics '98, Olympic Hockey Nagano'98, Yoshi’s

Story, The Legend of the Mystical Ninja Starring Goemon,
Diddy Kong Racing Codes, Fighter's Destiny, AeroGauge, FIFA:
The Road to the World Cup

'98,James Bond 007, Maui Mallard
in Cold Shadow (GB), Cruis'n World.

Volume 1 04 (Jan. '98): Yoshi'sStory, WCW vs. NWO: World
Tour, Snowboard Kids, Space World Report, Duke Nukem 64,

Diddy Kong Racing,Jeopardy!, Fighter's Destiny, Ttirok:War of
the Bionosaurs, The Fidgetts, The Lost World:J urassic Park,

Volume 1 03 (Dec. ‘97): Diddy Kong Racing, Zelda 64: 100
Photos, Bomberman 64, Chameleon Twist,MK Mythologies,
Wayne Gretzky 3-D Hockey '98, Automobili Lamborghini,
Donkey Kong Land III: The Lost World, Wheel of Fortune.

Volume 102 (Nov. '97): Madden 64,NFL Quarterback Club D8,
Diddy Kong Racing, San Francisco Rush, Duke Nukem 64,

Clayfighter 63' i, TopGear Rally, Kirby’s Dream land 3, Donkey
Kong land III, Konami Close-Up, Diddy Kong Racing, Dual

Volume 101 (Oct. ‘97): Extretne-G, Mischief Makers, Mace: The
Dark Age, Legion X, Tetrisphere Strategies, AeroFighters Assault,

F-l Pole Position,Super NLS Arkaniod,Super NESSpace
Invaders, Timon and Pumba,Tamagotchi, Donkev Kong land III,

Mortal Kombat I& II (GB).

Volume 100 (Sept. ‘97): Previews: Zelda 64, Yoshii Story, Banjo-
Kazooie,MLB Featuring Ken Griffeyjr., Bomberman 64, Conker's
Quest,ExtremeG,WCW vs.NWO Wa ld tour, Silicon Valley, San
Francisco Rush, Mortal Kombat Mydiologies, Duke Nukem 64,
NFL Quarterback ( 11 ul) 1)8, Btxly Harvest. 'lopGear Rally, Quest
64,GoTdenEye: 100 Best Ambushes, 100 Best Codes Ever, 100 Best

Gamesof All Tune, First 100Games for the N64.

Volume 99 (Aug. *97): GoldenEye 007 Mission Briefings, Multi
RacingChampionship, Star Fox 64 Gold Medals, Tetrisphere,
Robotron 64, Brunswick WTOC, Ken Griffeyjr. Presents:MLB
(GB), Tetris Plus, Mischief Makers Preview, BlastCorpsComics.

Volume 98 (July *97):StarFox 64, Dark Rift Review, International
SuperstarSoccer 64, Hexen Part 2, Blast Corps: Expert Levels,
Disney's Hercules, Online Update withAmy and Travis, 1997 E3
Preview,Pocket Monsters, Blast (za psComics.

Volume 97 (June ‘97): Clay Fighter63 I/s, Hexen Part 1, War Gods,
Turok: Dinosaur Hunter Warp Maps, Aladdin: Race for the
Rubies, DKI . 2: The Final Levels, Space Station Silicon Valley,

AeroFighters Assault, Blast CorpsComics,TokyoGame Show
Report.

Volume 96 (May ‘97): Doom 64 Strategies Part 2, FIFA Soccer 64.
Star Fox 64 Preview, lost Vikings 2, Blast Corps Strategies Part 2,

Donkey Kong Country 3,The 1996 Nintendo Power Awards
Winners, Interplay Fun Pak Extravaganza, Wander ProjectJ2.

Volume 95 (April ‘97): Blast Corps,Doom 64,Turok:Complete
Maps, Clay Fighter63 'A Preview, Wayne Gretzky's3-D Hockey,
Super Metroid, Super NES Doom, Kirby's Star Stacker, Dark Rift

Preview, How to Become aGame Tester, Gameand Watch Gallery,
Game Boy Pocket, Beal the Boss.

Volume 94 (March ‘97): Turok: Dinosaur Hunter, Power Award
Nominations, Doom 64,Super Mario Karl 64, KI Gold: Advanced
Combos, Tlie Legend of Zelda: Link's Awakening,The
Hunchback of Notre Dame, Beat the Bosses: Super Mario RPG,
FIFA Soccer 64,Game ofthe Future Contest, Harvest Moon.

Use the Back Issue/Tip Book Order Form in this issue to order
past Nintendo Power issues and books, or call our Consumer
Service department at 1-800-255-3700 to order by phone with
Visa or MasterCard.
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Our goal is to try and preserve classic videogame magazines

from years gone by before they are lost forever.

Thanks goes out to all the people who make this possible.

From the original editors and writers,

to everyone involved in acquiring and digitizing these magazines.

People interested in helping us out, in whatever way possible.

Either by donating classic magazines, scanning, editing or distributing them,

visit us at http://www.retromags.com

We are only interested in preserving classic magazines

that are at least 5 yeans out ofprint.

We have no desire or intention to profit from these in any way.

So please, ifyou come across people trying to sell these releases, don't support them!

Thank You and ENJOY!


